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Abstract:  
  The Upper Osagean Burlington-Keokuk Formation is a limestone and chert interval 
within the Mid-continent containing reservoir quality rock. Outcrop analogs in northwest 
Arkansas were studied in order to accurately characterize potential reservoir intervals in the 
subsurface of Kansas and Oklahoma. Using an integrated sequence stratigraphic approach 
combining thin-section analysis, high-resolution photography, and spectral gamma-ray logs, 
packages of coarsening and thickening upward successions of skeletal packstones and grainstones 
were identified. Accurate identification of cyclic stacking patterns allowed for the recognition and 
correlation of high frequency sequences across the outcrop, which enhance the predictability of 
potential reservoir and seal units. Within each sequence regressive skeletal grainstones exhibit 
abundant early syntaxial cement, occluding all effective pore space. Transgressive packstones 
contain little to no void-filling cement and exhibit varying degrees of silicification and 
dissolution, creating adequate reservoir rock in many cases.  
 Facies associations suggest deposition occurred within a high energy skeletal shoal 
complex. Analysis of depositional analogs was utilized to provide first approximations of the 
scale of facies geometries and distributions in plan-view not provided by outcrop. Stochastic 
modeling allowed for integration of variables from analogs with the sequence framework and 
facies successions interpreted from outcrop in order to visually represent facies variability and 
potential reservoir distribution in the formation. Comparison of geostatistical models with two-
dimensional rock data from outcrop allowed for the creation of multiple model iterations and 
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SUMMARY OF THE PROBLEM 
 The Lower to Middle Mississippian rocks of the southern Mid-continent contains major 
hydrocarbon reservoirs in the states of Oklahoma and Kansas. The Mississippian rocks in the 
region are comprised of a mixed carbonate and siliciclastic system of limestone, dolomite, shale, 
and chert. Within the system, limestone, dolomite, and chert are potential reservoir rocks, with 
chert being the primary key to reservoir development. Previous studies have focused on 
describing depositional systems, trends, and sea level variation within the Lower to Middle 
Mississippian in order to explain reservoir distribution. Prior work ranged from regional scale 
paleo-depositional modeling (Lane, 1978; Lane and DeKyser, 1980; Gutschick and Sandberg, 
1983) to localized outcrop investigations in northwest Arkansas, southwest Missouri, northeast 
Oklahoma, and southeast Kansas (Thompson and Fellows, 1970; Manger and Shanks, 1976; 
Evans et al., 2010; Shoeia, 2012; Mazzullo, 2011; Mazzullo et al., 2011a; Mazzullo et al., 2013; 
Morris et al., 2013). Most work has described macro-scale variations in lithofacies, rock fabric, 
and biostratigraphic zonation within the system. While prior work was done in an effort to better 
understand the depositional history of the Lower to Middle Mississippian in the southern mid-




 Carbonate depositional systems are intimately tied to variations in sea level 
(Goldhammer et al., 1990; Read, 1995). Previous work on the Lower to Middle Mississippian of 
the mid-continent can be tied to deposition related to global fluctuations in sea level on the order 
of one to six million years (Haq and Schutter, 2008). Sea level fluctuations on the order of one to 
ten million years are typically responsible for deposition of sequences tens to hundreds of meters 
thick (Read, 1995). Superimposed within these intervals, there is a great amount of variability as 
a result of sea level fluctuation on the order of 20k-400k years (Read, 1995). These high 
frequency fluctuations are important in that they can control facies stacking patterns, the lateral 
distribution of facies, and potential reservoir distribution on a much finer scale (Grammer et al., 
1996). Analyses of the depositional packages related to the longer duration sea level fluctuation is 
too all encompassing and does not adequately describe the complexity of the unit. To date, no 
studies have addressed the finer scale facies heterogeneity and resulting reservoir scale 
architecture in the rocks resulting from higher frequency sea level changes, or how this variability 
governs key reservoir parameters within the mid-continent Mississippian carbonate system. 
FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES 
The main hypothesis of this work is that high frequency changes in eustatic sea level are 
responsible for fine scale facies variations within the Middle Mississippian rocks in the southern 
mid-continent than has previously been reported. High frequency changes in sea level would 
greatly alter carbonate depositional systems over 20k-400k year periods. Migration of 
depositional systems in response to sea level change would result in fine scale variations in the 
rocks both laterally and vertically. In addition to this, it is believed that the resulting primary rock 
fabric and facies geometries controlled subsequent diagenetic alteration and pore system 
development responsible for the formation of potential reservoir intervals.  
 The fundamental questions to be answered by this research are as follows: 
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1.) What is the hierarchy of depositional sequences or cycles found within the Middle to 
Upper Mississippian rocks? 
 
2.) Did higher frequency sea level variation result in fine scale changes in the facies and 
rock fabric? 
 
3.) Do potential reservoir intervals show fine scale variation as a response to high 
frequency sea level fluctuation?  
 
4.) Can the heterogeneity within the system be consistently and accurately modeled in a 
way that captures the fine-scale variability observed in the unit?  
OBJECTIVES 
 The primary objective of this research is to better understand the complex depositional 
history of the Middle Mississippian Burlington/Keokuk Formation within the tri-state area of 
Arkansas, Oklahoma, and Missouri. The goal of this project is to define a hierarchy of 
depositional sequences and in turn see how those sequences can control facies variability and 
stacking patterns. To accomplish this, detailed outcrop studies were utilized to create a high 
resolution sequence stratigraphic framework for the formation. Analysis of samples taken from 
outcrop were done in order to define vertical stacking patterns of facies present within the unit. 
Facies data along with identification of key sequence stratigraphic surfaces in outcrop were used 
to understand the lateral and vertical variability and extent of the units as exposed in outcrop. 
Depositional analogs for the system were then identified in an effort to help explain depositional 
processes, controls on facies distribution, and potential facies geometries present in the system. 
Once the facies distribution was known, depositional processes and geometries understood, and 
the sequence stratigraphic framework constrained, varying iterations of models were created in 
order to identify if the system can be accurately modeled, and to identify which set of inputs 
provide the most accurate realization. The end result is a visualization illustrating the facies 
distributions in outcrop. This enhanced understanding of the spatial variability of facies (lateral 
and vertical) and subsequent potential reservoir intervals should significantly increase the 






  During the Mississippian Period, relatively shallow water seas covered much of the mid-
continent. The paleo-latitude of present day Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri, and Arkansas was 
located between approximately 20-30° south of the paleo-equator (Gutschick and Sandberg, 
1983, Witzke, 1990). The global positioning resulted in warm-temperate to subtropical climatic 
conditions over the region (Curtis and Champlin, 1959). Dominant prevailing winds and surface 
currents are believed to have come from a present-day east-northeast direction (Witzke, 1990). 
The combination of climatic variables and water conditions provided a large area adequate for 




Figure 1: Early Mississippian paleogeography (345 MYA). The area of Arkansas, Missouri, 
Kansas, and Oklahoma are located between approximately 20-30°S. The study area is outlined in 
red.  Water depth is indicated by color contrast. Light blue indicate shallow water while dark blue 
indicates deeper water setting. Shallow marine conditions were present in the study area during 
deposition while deeper waters were located to the south. Paleo-wind direction is interpreted to 
have come from east-northeast. Paleogeographic reconstruction shows a number of topographic 
highs and vast shallow-water conditions to the east. The geography present at the time of 
deposition in combination with wind direction could potentially affect facies distribution in the 








Mississippian carbonate deposition was extensive over hundreds of square miles in the 
mid-continent. Carbonate production and deposition were bounded to the north and northwest by 
the Transcontinental Arch, to the east by the Ozark Uplift, and to the south by the ancestral 
Anadarko and Arkoma Basins (Fig. 2). The depositional strike of the system was approximately 
east-west with shallower water settings located to the north grading into increasingly deeper 
water to the south (Lane and DeKyser, 1980).  
Even with abundant research of the mid-continent Mississippian rocks in both outcrop 
and subsurface, the type of carbonate depositional system (ramp, shelf etc.) is not well defined. 
Lane (1978) initially described the Mississippian depositional system as a shelf-type environment 
referred to as the Burlington Shelf. Later work identified a number of sub-
environments/magnafacies on the shelf including the inner shelf, main shelf, shelf margin, and 
deeper water sediment starved settings (Lane and DeKyser, 1980). Gutschick and Sandberg 
(1983) also use the shelf terminology of previous authors, but identified that unlike the 
pronounced margin of the Burlington Shelf present in the western Illinois Basin, in the mid-
continent the system was characterized by a broad gentle foreslope present at the margin that 














Figure 2: Paleo-depositional model of the late Tournasian (Early Mississippian) Stage in the mid-
continent. The system was bounded to the west and north by the Transcontinental Arch, to the 
east by the Ozark Dome, and to the south by deeper conditions indicated by starved magnafacies. 
The figure shows the depositional system trending east-west with shallower water settings to the 
north and deeper conditions to the south. This is the most commonly used depositional model for 
the Mississippian in the region. This model represents one generalized time slice during the 
period. Carbonate systems migrate and change morphology over short periods of geologic time 
due to sea level variation. Over the entire period of Mississippian deposition, the system could 
change drastically. While the image is useful, it may not be an accurate representation of the 








Figure 3: Paleogeographic reconstruction of southern North American during deposition of the 
anchoralis-latus conodont biozone (Early Mississippian). The study area is outlined in red. The 
Burlington Shelf covers a large portion of the central U.S. in Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, 
Missouri, and Iowa. Variations in the width of the shelf edge exist across its extent. The shelf 
exhibits a relatively narrow zone of margin sediments as it grades into the Illinois Basin, 
indicative of a steep marginal slope. The shelf margin grading into the Ouachita trough is much 
wider, indicating a shallow slope grading into deeper water settings. Paleo-bathymetric contours 
also show a dramatic difference between the eastern and southern margins of the shelf.  
According to the model, as the shelf grades into the Illinois Basin water depths increase from 
50m to 100m in as little as 15-20 miles and to 200m in 40 miles. The southern margin of the shelf 
deepens from 50m to 100m in as much as 150 miles and becomes relatively steeper basinward. In 
this model the study area is interpreted to have been deposited in a shelf margin setting in water 







More recent interpretations describe the Mississippian system of Kansas and Oklahoma 
as a shallow- to deep-water, unrimmed ramp-type environment (Mazzullo et al., 2009, Mazzullo 
et al., 2011a). It was shown by conodont biostratigraphic zonation that diachronous prograding 
wedges built out across the ramp-type setting during the Lower to Middle Mississippian, resulting 
in time-transgressive facies associations (Boardman et al., 2010). The geometry of prograding 
wedges resulted in a morphologic change from a near homoclinal ramp during the early 
Mississippian to a distally steepened ramp during the middle Mississippian (Wilhite et al., 2011). 
While it is commonly accepted that Mississippian sediments were deposited on a distally 
steepened ramp-type environment, terminology specific to shelf-type settings are still used 
pervasively, leading to some confusion when interpreting the published literature. 
 
SEA LEVEL 
Sea level is an important controlling factor in the majority of carbonate depositional 
environments. Shallow water carbonate depositional systems and facies are intimately tied to 
water depth, leading to sea level fluctuations having pronounced effects on the characteristics of 
the deposits. Changes in eustatic sea level are controlled by a combination of autogenic 
(internally derived) and allogenic (externally derived) factors including sedimentation rates, 
climate, tectonics, and orbital variability of the earth.  
EUSTATIC SEA LEVEL CYCLES 
 The driving forces responsible for fluctuation in eustatic sea level are changes in ocean 
basin volume as a result of mid-ocean ridge spreading or convergence of continents, and 
variations in global ice volumes resulting in fluctuations in the total amount of ocean water. The 
combination of the two mechanisms creates a temporal hierarchy of sea level fluctuations referred 
to as “cycles”. Each sea level cycle is defined by its length or duration, the magnitude change in 
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sea level over that duration, and the processes responsible for the change in sea level. First order 
cycles are generally 200-300 million years in length and are associated with rearrangement of 
tectonic plates, and opening and closing of ocean basins (Read, 1995). The resulting sedimentary 
features are large scale cratonic onlap and offlap (Read, 1995). Second order cycles are 
approximately 10-50 million years in length. They are controlled by tectonics, changes in ocean 
basin volume, and to a lesser extent by variation in global ice volumes (Read, 1995). These cycles 
are responsible for widespread, regionally correlative sequences of rocks commonly hundreds to 
a few thousand meters thick (Read, 1995). Superimposed upon the 2nd order are third order 
cycles. These cycles span a range of 1 to 10 million years, while most researchers believe they are 
generally less than 3 million years in length (Plint, et al., 1992; Haq and Schutter, 2008). The 
reason for the debate in their duration is due to the enigma of their occurrence. There is no 
generally accepted idea or hypothesis for the controlling mechanisms or periodicity of the 3rd 
order cycles.  While tectonics and ocean floor spreading have been hypothesized as the driver of 
sea level fluctuation (Plint et al., 1992), waxing and waning of continental ice sheets is the more 
probable causal mechanism of 3rd order cyclicity (Read, 1995). 
 4th sequences and 5th order cycles represent shorter, higher frequency variations in sea 
level and are controlled primarily by Milankovitch Cyclicity. Milankovitch Cycles are 
responsible for variations in the intensity of solar radiation that reaches the earth, which in turn 
has a pronounced effect on climatic variability and glaciation. The hierarchy of these cycles is 
defined by variations in eccentricity, obliquity, and precession. Eccentricity results in variations 
in glacial volume, and corresponding sea level fall on a 4th order scale of 100-400 thousand years 
and is controlled by changes in the shape of earth’s orbit around the sun. Movement of the earth 
closer to and farther from the sun is believed to be a controlling factor on continental glaciation 
over this time scale (Read, 1995). Obliquity is controlled by change in the tilt of the earth’s axis, 
resulting in seasonal variability. The axial tilt is responsible for 5th order 40 thousand year cycles 
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(Read, 1995). Precession cycles refer to the wobble of the earth’s axial orientation. The “wobble” 
is responsible for 5th order cycles approximately 21 thousand years in length (Read, 1995).  
 The magnitude of sea level fluctuation experienced during each cycle is correlative to the 
volume of continental ice present during a given cycle. Greenhouse times are characterized by 
low volumes of continental ice. These conditions result in low amplitude sea level variations that 
are commonly less than 10m, and dominated by precession cycles (Read, 1995). Icehouse times 
are characterized by continental glaciation. The amplitude of sea level change associated with 
eccentricity during these times can be as much as 100 meters (Read, 1995). During icehouse 
times sea level rise and transgression is rapid during periods of deglaciation, and sea level fall and 
regression is gradual during glaciation (Read, 1995). Obliquity cycles of approximately 40k years 
seem to be more important during the ice-house times as well as during transitional periods from 













Figure 4: Diagram illustrating long-lived changes from greenhouse to icehouse conditions over 
geologic time. The Lower to Middle Mississippian (outlined in red) was deposited in general 
icehouse times. Viewing the paleo-latitudes of ice-rafted glacial deposits (Gray with black 
outline) and marine ice-rafted deposits (gray with no outline) in combination with climatic 
change due to variation in CO2 and solar intensity (solid line), it can be seen that Lower to 
Middle Mississippian deposition occurred during a transitional period from greenhouse to 
dominant icehouse conditions during the Pennsylvanian and Permian (Modified from Read, 
1995). 
 
 MISSISSIPPIAN SEA LEVEL 
The Mississippian comprises the upper portion of the Kaskaskia Sequence as defined by 
Sloss (1963), and represents a transitional period from greenhouse conditions present during the 
Devonian to icehouse conditions that were present during the Pennsylvanian and Permian (Fig. 
4). Long term first-order eustatic sea level was positioned between 50-100m above present day 
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levels (Haq and Schutter, 2008). Ross and Ross (1988) identified 14-15 transgressive-regressive 
cycles within the Mississippian on the order of 1-3 million years (possibly 3rd order) that can be 
correlated globally.  Haq and Schutter (2008) recognize 21 transgressive-regressive cycles within 
the same time frame that can be correlated world-wide as well. They also note that during the 
Tournaisian and Visean Stages the 3rd order sequences are anomalously long, spanning up to six 
million years (Fig. 5).  
 
Figure 5: Global sea level and onlap curve for the Carboniferous Period. Stages of the 
Mississippian are highlighted in brown. Kinderhookian and Osagean strata correspond to the 
Tournaisian through Middle Visean Stages over approximately 20 MY. Six to eight cycles 
between one and six million years in length have been identified globally during this time frame. 
The length of correlative cycles can be seen to decrease into the later Mississippian and into the 
Pennsylvanian. The decrease possibly can be attributed to more prominent icehouse conditions 
and larger fluctuations in sea level, resulting in more distinct cycle boundaries (Modified from 
Haq and Schutter, 2008). 
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The Kinderhookian through Osagean rocks correspond to the Tournaisian through Middle 
Visean Stages over approximately twenty million years (Fig. 5). Six to eight cycles (potentially 
3rd order) were identified within this period ranging from one to six million years (Ross and Ross, 
1988; Haq and Schutter, 2008).  Outcrop studies within the Mississippian of the mid-continent 
have identified key exposure surfaces and sequences of rocks indicative of cycles, but no research 
in the area has delineated the potential signals of higher frequency cyclicity, or the hierarchy of 
cycles that could play a role in the formation of complex stacking patterns and lateral variability 
within the carbonates. 
POTENTIAL PROBLEMS IN DELINEATING HIGH FREQUENCY CYCLICITY 
  While there is a known relationship between sea level fluctuation and the resulting 
changes in carbonate sedimentary systems, a number of variables can inhibit the identification of 
high frequency cyclicity. Subsidence, rate of sedimentation, and sediment body migration among 
other things have been shown to produce meter scale packages of rocks similar to those ascribed 
to higher frequency 4th and 5th order cycles, free from the influence of eustatic sea level change 
(Drummond and Wilkinson, 1993; Cowan and James, 1996). One can easily misinterpret the 
hierarchy of cycles without understanding the system responsible for its formation. While both 
allocyclic and autocyclic processes can cloud the signal of sea level fluctuation, by understanding 
how facies are distributed within a system, how facies can migrate within the system, and 
tectonics/subsidence, changes in the system as a result of higher frequency variations in sea level 







 Mississippian outcrops of interest for this study are present in the Tri-state area of 
Arkansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma. The trend is located on the western flank of the Ozark Uplift 
(Fig. 6). Paleogeographic reconstructions as well as depositional models of the Mississippian 
indicate that the uplift was a topographic high at that time of carbonate deposition (Fig. 1, Fig. 2). 
Continued uplift of the Ozark region occurred during the Pennsylvanian through the end of the 
Paleozoic and possibly into the Tertiary (Simms et al., 1995). This resulted in uplift and exposure 
of Mississippian rocks around the Ozark Dome. Outcrop ages decrease westward as 
Mississippian strata dip into the subsurface and become increasingly older to the east as strata 
onlap and are truncated by the uplift. The outcrops have been shown to be adequate analogs to a 























Figure 6: Map of the Tri-State area showing the aerial extent of the Mississippian outcrops. The 
outcrop belt extends in a somewhat ring-like fashion around the Ozark Uplift. As you move to the 
east the Mississippian section is absent due to uplift and erosion. Rock ages become younger to 
the west and south as the Mississippian-age rocks dip into the subsurface (Modified from 
Mazzullo et al., 2011a).  
 
STRATIGRAPHY 
 Identification of formal stratigraphic units within the Lower to Middle Mississippian of 
the mid-continent is problematic. In much of the region the terms Mississippian or “Miss” are 
used in reference to the entire system. In subsurface interpretations the terms “Miss Lime”, “Miss 
Solid”, and “Miss Chat” are used pervasively throughout literature and industry.  The use of such 
terms suggests a great oversimplification of the system and in many instances leads to erroneous 
correlations. The use of formation nomenclature from the Mississippian Type sections in the tri-
17 
 
state area of Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Missouri can be much more useful, given constraints by 
rock data. However, the use of outcrop nomenclature provides its own set of problems as 
formation names change across state lines (Fig. 7).  
 
 
Figure 7: Previous stratigraphic nomenclature for the Kinderhookian through Meramec in 
northeastern Oklahoma, northwestern Arkansas, and southwestern Missouri. There were multiple 
names for many of the formations that changed once you crossed a state line, which was 
problematic in outcrop and in subsurface investigations. A new standardized stratigraphic 
nomenclature has been proposed for Mississippian outcrops present in the Tri-state area due to 
the issues (Modified from Mazzullo et al., 2013). 
 
  In the mid-continent, Lower to Middle Mississippian generally refers to Kinderhookian 
through Osagean-aged strata. The Late Devonian to Earliest Mississippian Woodford Shale 
provides the lower boundary for the section while the uppermost units are overlain by 
Meramecian-age strata. Middle to Upper Mississippian rocks were subject to extensive erosion at 
the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian Unconformity (Rogers, 2001). In some instances the entire 
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Chesterian and Meramecian sections have been removed (Rogers, 2001). Between the Woodford 
Shale and Meramecian section are a number of formations that have been identified in outcrop.   
Burlington/ Keokuk Formation 
 This study focuses on the Upper Osagean section of the Mississippian. Throughout the 
tri-state region the rocks are referred to as the Upper Boone, Burlington, Keokuk, 
Burlington/Keokuk, and Bentonville Formations. Within this work the studied interval will be 
referred to as the Burlington/ Keokuk Formation. The unit is a combination of the individual 
Burlington Formation and the Keokuk Formation. The Burlington Formation was named by Hall 
(1857) in reference to Osagean crinoidal limestones found in outcrop bluffs along the Mississippi 
River in Burlington, Iowa. Thickness of the Burlington Formation ranges from 55-80 ft. (16-24m) 
at its type locality and thickens westward (Witzke et al., 1990). The overlying Keokuk Formation 
was named by Owen (1852) in reference to cherty crinoidal limestone found in bluffs in Keokuk, 
Iowa. The formation ranges in thickness from 45-90 ft. (14-27m) and averages approximately 65 
ft. (20m) at its type locality (Witzke et al., 1990). The two formations generally have a 
gradational, poorly recognized contact farther south due to differing regional controls on 
deposition, resulting in the formations being grouped together (Choquette et al., 1992).  
 Research of the Burlington/Keokuk Formation in northeastern Missouri, Iowa, and 
western Illinois shows that the rocks consists of crinoidal grainstones/packstones with 
interbedded dolomitic wackestones/mudstones, nodular chert, and green to black shales in the 
uppermost beds (Kaufman et al., 1988; Choquette et al., 1992). Dolomite that is predominantly 
found in the mudstone/wackestone facies has been reported to comprise as much as 70% of the 
Burlington/Keokuk in southeast Iowa (Fig. 8). Abundance decreases as you move through 
northern and central Missouri until it is absent in southwestern Missouri and northern Arkansas 




Figure 8: Map showing the outcrop occurrence (orange) and paleo-depositional setting during the 
time of Burlington/Keokuk deposition. The type localities in Iowa of the Burlington and Keokuk 
Formations are indicated. It is important to note that the shelf margin during this time was 
oriented northwest-southeast as opposed to directly east-west. Figure 7A shows the abundance of 
dolomite by percentage contours. Dolomite volume reaches a maximum in southeastern Iowa of 
70% and decreases to the south where it is minimal or absent. Figure 7B indicates the total 
abundance of mudstone and wackestone within the Burlington/Keokuk. The formation is 
comprised of up to 80% percent mud-dominated rocks in southeastern Iowa and becomes 
increasingly more mud lean to the south. There is a near one-to-one correlation between dolomite 
and mudstone/wackestone occurrence (Modified from Choquette et al., 1992). 
 
 
There are a number of lithologic variations within the Burlington/Keokuk Formation 
between its type localities in the Mississippi Valley region and the tri-state outcrop belt in 
Arkansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma.  Due to this, a new name was proposed for the formation and 
new reference sections were chosen that more accurately represent the formation throughout the 
study area (Mazzullo et al., 2013). The newly named Bentonville Formation encompasses strata 
that were previously defined as Burlington/Keokuk. Deposition of the Bentonville Formation 
within the research area is interpreted to have been in shallow, moderate to high energy 
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conditions (Mazzullo et al., 2011b). The formation has a composite type locality composed of 
two outcrop locations since the formation is not completely exposed in any single location 
(Mazzullo et al., 2013). The lower section of the Bentonville is represented by the Highway 71-
US 540 outcrop approximately 5 km (3 mi.) north of Bentonville, Arkansas in Benton County. 
The upper portion of the formation is represented by an outcrop along the eastern side of 
Highway 65 approximately 2km (1.3 miles) north of Burlington, Arkansas in Boone County.  In 
these outcrops and throughout the region, observations of the Bentonville Formation show that it 
is dominated by fine- to coarse-grained packstones to grainstones with interbedded lenses of 
mudstone to wackestones, nodular to bedded chert and little to no dolomite (Mazzullo et al., 
2013).  
SEQUENCE STRATIGRAPHY 
 Sequence stratigraphy is the branch of stratigraphy that allows for the subdivision and 
correlation of genetically related chronostratigraphic units deposited during one rise and fall of 
sea level. This is in contrast to lithostratigraphy where correlations are based solely on rock 
characteristics. Associations among depositional environments are commonly made that more 
often than not are time transgressive. This can lead to poor correlations due to assumed lateral 
and vertical continuity of a given rock unit when in reality the rocks exhibit varying degrees of 
heterogeneity due to changes in sea level over time (Fig. 9). Sequence stratigraphy addresses the 
inconsistencies of using lithostratigraphy by identifying how a given system migrates in response 
to varying degrees of sea level change.It allows for viewing of packages of rocks and their 
variability due to multiple sea level rises and falls. Therefore, it provides a predictive tool that can 
more accurately constrain lateral and vertical continuity of facies belts. The migration of time 
correlative facies belts in response to relative sea level change creates a predictable and repetitive 
idealized vertical succession of facies. The idealized facies successions can then be used to 
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identify time-correlative boundaries that allow for chronostratigraphic correlation and mapping 
throughout an area (Read, 1995). 
 




 The Burlington/Keokuk overlies mudstone and wackestone facies within the Reeds 
Spring Formation (Mazzullo et al., 2011a) and is regionally capped by the Short Creek Oolite 
(Mazzullo et al., 2013), indicative an overall shoaling upward package throughout deposition. 
Very little work has been done in describing the internal heterogeneity and sequence stratigraphic 
architecture within the system that resulted from potential higher frequency sea level fluctuation. 
Investigation of the effects of higher frequency sea level change can potentially explain a large 
degree of the reservoir heterogeneity within the formation, as it has been shown in many 
carbonate systems that variations resulting from 4th and 5th order cyclicity control reservoir 
distribution on the exploration and production scale (Grammer et al., 1996). 
Figure 9: Figure illustrating differing correlations when using lithostratigraphic vs. sequence 
stratigraphic techniques. Vertical lines indicate well locations, tick marks along the wells mark 
the top and bottom of the theoretical reservoir unit, and dark sloping lines indicate sequence 
bounding surfaces. Figure A uses the lithostratigraphic approach. Correlations reach across 
time correlative sequence boundaries and inaccurately model the degree of lateral 
heterogeneity seen in the system. Figure B uses the sequence stratigraphic approach. Correct 
identification of sequence boundaries creates a framework used to constrain facies correlation 






HIGH RESOLUTION SEQUENCE STRATIGRAPHIC ARCHITECTURE AND 
RESERVOIR CHARACTERIZATION OF THE MISSISSIPPIAN 
BURLINGTON/KEOKUK FORMATION, NORTHWESTERN ARKANSAS 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Much of the Mississippian in the mid-continent is currently being targeted for petroleum 
production. However, even with abundant drilling, the vertical and lateral heterogeneity of the 
system is still poorly understood to a large degree. Previous studies of the Mississippian have not 
addressed the control high frequency sea level fluctuation exerted on the fine scale facies 
variability, which in turn controls reservoir heterogeneity. The primary goal of this research is to 
identify the sequence stratigraphic control on facies and potential reservoir distribution in the 
Upper Osagean Burlington/Keokuk Formation. Outcrop analogs in northwestern Arkansas were 
studied in order to characterize the two-dimensional facies geometries and stacking patterns 
present in the formation resulting from high frequency sea level change. Correct identification of 
the sequence stratigraphic framework can provide a predictive tool for explaining reservoir 
geometry, distribution, and compartmentalization. This work not only has immediate application 
to the Burlington/Keokuk Formation, but can also be applied to other intervals that were 
deposited under similar settings.
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 Geologic Setting 
Deposition occurred in relatively shallow, tropical to subtropical conditions 20-30° south 
of the paleo-equator (Gutschick and Sandberg, 1983; Witzke, 1990). It is currently accepted that 
deposition occurred on a distally steepened ramp type environment, with strike trending roughly 
east-west (Mazzullo et al., 2009, Mazzullo et al., 2011a). The ramp was regionally extensive 
covering portions of Oklahoma, Kansas, Colorado, Nebraska, Missouri, and Arkansas.  Proximal 
shallow water conditions were present to the north with deeper, sediment starved conditions to 
the south (Lane and DeKyser, 1980; Gutschick and Sandberg, 1983). The ramp was bounded to 
the east by the Ozark Uplift, to the north and west by the Transcontinental Arch, and to the south 
by the ancestral Anadarko and Arkoma Basins (Lane and DeKyser, 1980). Uplift of the Ozark 
Region occurred during the Pennsylvanian until the end of the Paleozoic, and possibly into the 
Tertiary (Simms et al., 1995), exposing Mississippian age rocks. The resulting outcrop belt is 
present around the periphery of the Ozark Uplift. Older strata are present to the east as units are 
truncated by uplift and erosion while younger Pennsylvanian strata are present to the west and 
south as the Mississippian dips into the subsurface.  
Stratigraphy 
The Burlington/ Keokuk Formation, also referred to as Upper Boone, Burlington, 
Keokuk, and Bentonville Formations, was deposited during Middle Mississippian, Upper 
Osagean time. The unit is a combination of the individual Burlington Formation and Keokuk 
Formation. The Burlington Formation was named by Hall (1857) in reference to Osagean 
crinoidal limestones found in outcrop bluffs along the Mississippi River in Burlington, Iowa. The 
overlying Keokuk Formation was named by Owen (1852) in reference to cherty crinoidal 
limestone found in bluffs in Keokuk, Iowa. The two formations generally have a gradational, 
poorly recognized contact, resulting in the formations being grouped together (Choquette et al., 
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1992). Within the Mississippian outcrop belt in northern Arkansas and southern Missouri the 
interval is dominated by fine to coarse grain skeletal packstones to grainstones with interbedded 
lenses of mudstone/wackestone and nodular to bedded chert (Mazzullo et al., 2013). The rocks 
are interpreted to have been deposited in relatively shallow, moderate to high energy settings 
(Mazzullo et al., 2011b). The formation generally overlies mudstones, wackestones, and cherts of 
the Reeds Spring Formation, and is capped by the Short Creek Oolite in much of the tri-state 
region. Comparison of lithologies within the Burlington/ Keokuk indicates deposition within the 
tri-state region occurred in a much higher energy setting that those at the type localities for the 
formation. Due to this, the Bentonville Formation was proposed as a new name for the 
Burlington/ Keokuk within the tri-state area (Mazzullo et al., 2013). 
Sea Level  
During the Mississippian, the world was in a transitional period from predominantly 
greenhouse conditions in the Devonian to icehouse conditions that prevailed in the Pennsylvanian 
(Read, 1995). Little work has been done to quantify the amplitude of sea level fluctuation during 
the Mississippian, but it is highly probable that amplitudes exceeded those typical of greenhouse 
conditions (5-15m). Global sea level curves recognize numerous variations in Mississippian sea 
level of probable 3rd order duration which would have influenced deposition in the mid-continent 
(Ross and Ross, 1988; Haq and Schutter, 2008). Underlying mud-rich facies in the Reeds Spring 
Formation and overlying oolitic intervals indicates that the Burlington/Keokuk represents a larger 
scale, probable 3rd order shoaling upward event. Little work has been done to identify the impact 
of higher frequency 4th and 5th order sea level variation within the larger scale depositional 
package. Even if sea level amplitudes were at the low end of probable change, small eustatic 
fluctuations on low inclination ramps still could potentially cause extensive migration of facies 
belts on short geologic timescales. Numerous 4th and 5th order packages may be superimposed 
within the overall shoaling upward succession of the Burlington/Keokuk Formation. Therefore, it 
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is of utmost importance to identify the influence of sea level at various scales, as it is highly 
probable that it controls the internal variability within the formation. This in turn is likely 
responsible for controlling reservoir geometries and distribution on the exploration and 
production scale within the Burlington/Keokuk to a large degree. 
DATA AND METHODS 
 OUTCROP 
 Subsurface data in the Mississippian of the mid-continent often does not differentiate 
between formations. When formations are identified, they are generally chosen based on log 
shapes that are not tied to rock data, or at best, particular “facies types” are assigned formation 
names. Therefore, in order to analyze the Burlington/Keokuk Formation, detailed outcrop studies 
were done in order to identify the depositional environment, the effects of high frequency eustatic 
sea level cyclicity, potential reservoir heterogeneity, and possible correlations to subsurface data. 
The primary study site was an outcrop locality in northwestern Arkansas (Fig. 10a). The outcrop 
is located in a road cut on Highway 71-US 540 approximately three miles north of Bentonville, 
Arkansas (Fig. 10b). The total outcrop exposure is approximately 1,320 ft. (403m) long and 80’ 
(24.5m) high at its thickest section (Fig. 10c, Fig. 12). At this locality the Burlington/Keokuk 
Formation overlies the Pineville Tripolite facies of the Reeds Spring Formation while the 
uppermost section is exposed to present-day subaerial conditions, resulting in removal of a 
portion of the upper section. The capping Short Creek Oolite Member is not present at this 
location, either due to non-deposition or erosional processes. The trend of the roadcut is from the 
northwest to the southeast, which roughly parallels the shelf margin during deposition of the 
Burlington/Keokuk as proposed by Choquette et al. (1992). 
 This outcrop was selected for study for multiple reasons. Based on average thicknesses of 
the Burlington/Keokuk throughout the Mississippian outcrop belt it is believed that the Highway 
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71 location represents a large percentage of the Formation. The lateral extent of the roadcut 
allowed for tracing of beds, surfaces, and facies over a significant distance, roughly equivalent to 
40 acre well spacing. The extent of the exposure also allows for identification of potential 
reservoir heterogeneity on the production-scale. Lastly, the roadcut has multiple ledges along its 





















 THIN SECTION ANALYSIS 
 A detailed understanding of the facies distribution in the outcrop is critical to the 
interpretation of depositional environments as well as the understanding of stacking patterns and 
potential cyclicity within the Burlington/Keokuk Formation. Previous descriptions of the rocks in 




Figure 10: Location of the outcrop study (10a). Figure 10b presents the study area’s 
geographic location. The outcrop is approximately 3 mi. (5 km.) north of Bentonville, AR and 
6 mi. (10 km) south of the Missouri state line on Highway 71-US 540. Figure 10c illustrates 
the orientation and length of the type section. It trends northwest-southeast oblique to the shelf 
margin as defined by Lane and DeKyser (1980), and parallel to the margin defined by 
Choquette et al. (1992) (Modified from Mazzullo et al., 2011a and www.bing/maps/). 
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carbonate rocks, thin sections must be analyzed. Thin section analysis allows for more accurate 
identification of facies composition as well as recognition of subtle variations in facies that may 
be key in understanding changes in environmental setting due to high frequency cyclicity. 
 Samples were collected from three vertical sections of the outcrop. Sections were spaced 
330 ft. and 385 ft. (100m and 118m) apart in order to provide control points when interpolating 
and extrapolation facies and cycles across the outcrop. Samples from the vertical sections were 
taken 1-3 ft. (0.3-1m) apart. Sample locations within the sections were chosen based on 
identifiable changes in the rock fabric. Collected samples were then cut and prepared for thin 
sections.  
Thin sections were described using the classification system defined by Dunham (1962), 
for grain size, allochems, and mineralogy. Facies present were analyzed to identify repeatable 
vertical patterns within the outcrop. Repetition of facies was then interpreted to create a 
representative idealized facies succession for the Burlington/Keokuk outcrop. 
 HIGH RESOLUTION PHOTOGRAPHY 
 When working in the subsurface, logs are the most commonly used type of data. A log 
provides one-dimensional data for a single location. It is common practice to correlate logs based 
on gamma ray or resistivity measurements, sometimes over distances of a mile or more. This 
method is not adequate in the Mississippian System of the mid-continent, or in many other 
carbonate systems (Grammer et al., 1996). There is a large degree of uncertainty in this method 
due to the inherent complexity of the Mississippian in the region which can lead to poor 
correlations and poor well performance. The benefit of using outcrops is that they help to explain 
potential heterogeneity of the rocks by providing a second dimension (i.e. vertical and lateral) to 
be studied (Grammer et al., 2004). Vertically sampled sections of the outcrop act as one 
dimensional constrained data sets. The use of high-resolution photography over the extent of the 
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outcrop can provide a two-dimensional data set that further constrains interpolation and 
extrapolation away from sample locations. 
 High-resolution images of the outcrop were taken with a GigaPan® Epic Pro, Nikon® 
D7000 DSLR camera, and Nikon® AF-S Nikkor 300mm lens setup (Fig. 11). The GigaPan® is 
an automated device that captured approximately one thousand images of the outcrop at preset 
intervals in a large photo montage. GigaPan Stitch™ software seamlessly merged the photos into 
a multiple gigapixel image. The resulting outcrop photo is capable of capturing fine details of the 
rocks, bedding geometry and surfaces, and also provides a holistic view of the outcrop that can’t 






Figure 11: GigaPan® Epic Pro setup used for creation of high resolution giga-pixel images. The 
GigaPan® is an automated device that positions the camera at equally spaced user defined 
intervals while remotely capturing a picture at each interval. The output is a large number of 
overlapping images within a grid of rows and columns. GigaPan Stitch™ software is then used to 
piece together the photographs. The program first aligns the pixels of each image to identify how 
they overlap. It then stretches and rotates each image to make them align. The program then 













 Integration of the facies stacking patterns and photographs allowed for the identification 
of the two-dimensional sequence stratigraphic framework in outcrop. Bedding features bounding 
individual sequences and cycles were traced along the entire length of the outcrop in order to 
constrain the depositional geometries and facies distribution within the formation. 
 SPECTRAL GAMMA RAY 
 Standard gamma ray logs measure the total amount of gamma ray emission from a 
source, most being emitted by potassium (K)-40 as well as uranium (U) and thorium (Th) 
isotopes (Doveton, 1994).  While standard gamma ray measurements don’t differentiate between 
Figure 12: A- Gigapan panorama of the study interval composed of approximately 1,000 
seamlessly stitched images. Figure B represents the area outlined in red from figure A. Figure 
C again represents the outlined area from figure B. The stitched photograph provides a 
continuous high resolution dataset that can be used to trace bedding, view depositional and 
structural features, and to identify vertical and lateral trends that may not be readily apparent 
using other methods. 
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the sources of emission, spectral gamma ray measures the contribution of K-40, Th, and U 
individually. Typically used for analysis of shale and clay-rich formations, spectral gamma ray 
logs can be very useful in the interpretation of carbonate rocks. In carbonate systems thorium and 
potassium are mutually correlative and are direct indicators of siliciclastic content (Ehrenberg and 
Sva°na, 2001). Uranium is uncorrelated to thorium and potassium and may or may not be present 
in the system depending on the conditions under which the carbonates were formed (Ehrenberg 
and Sva°na, 2001). The absence of uranium indicates carbonate formation in an oxidizing 
environment while its presence indicates probable formation in a reduced setting (Doveton, 
1994). Therefore, the thorium-uranium ratio (Th/U) can be used as an indicator of environmental 
conditions present at the time of carbonate deposition (Doveton, 1994). 
Spectral gamma ray measurements were taken on the outcrop using the Exploranium® 
GR-320 enviSPEC scintillometer. Readings were collected at six inch intervals from vertical 
sections constrained by facies data. Collected data was compiled and processed to create a 
gamma ray API log for potential subsurface ties. A Th/U log as well as a U/Th log were 
calculated and viewed in relation to facies data from the outcrop. Using rock data in combination 
with the spectral gamma ray can help to adjust and constrain 4th order high frequency sequence 
and 5th order cycle boundaries, aid in the delineation of the sequence stratigraphic framework of 
the formation, and allow for outcrop to subsurface correlations. 
 It is important to note that pressure dissolution and formation of stylolites can 
concentrate insoluble minerals such as clays along seams in the rock (Glover, 2012). If measured, 
these zones may potentially be high in uranium, generating data not accurately representing 
conditions present during carbonate deposition. Viewing the stylolites in outcrop and thin section 
for mineralogic differences can validate or disprove that environmental conditions were 
responsible for variations in abundance of radioactive mineral as opposed to later diagenetic 
alteration. Clays may also be more abundant in zones of karstic weathering due to the input of 
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terrigenous soils. The uppermost units of the outcrop therefore may provide erroneous data and 
need to be viewed with caution when used for interpretation and correlation. 
 
FACIES DESCRIPTION AND INTERPRETATION 
 Hand samples from the outcrop provide inadequate resolution for interpreting the 
depositional facies present. Therefore lithofacies in the outcrop were determined by analyzing 90 
thin sections from three vertical transects totaling 206.5 ft. (63.5 m) in height (Fig. 13). The use 
of thin sections allowed for identification of six facies in outcrop. One facies was associated with 
the underlying Pineville Tripolite Zone at the base of the roadcut, while the remaining five were 
all specific to the Burlington/Keokuk Formation. Descriptions of each facies are provided in 
figure 14. Each facies was described using Dunham’s classification of carbonate rocks (Dunham, 
1962). Major and minor allochems, grain size, and grain sorting were also used in classification 
of individual facies. The outcrop was dominated by grain-rich intervals. In many instances the 
rocks show gradational changes which add some difficulty in choosing discrete facies. Therefore 
facies zones were picked based upon grain size distribution and relative percentages of given 
grain sizes. Variations in facies were then used to interpret depositional environments within a 










































































































































































































































































































 The Pineville Tripolite is a siliceous interval within the upper portion of the Reeds Spring 
Formation with abundant amounts of interparticle, moldic, and fracture porosity of up to 30% or 
more (Fig. 16). The rocks exhibit partial to complete replacement of carbonate material by silica. 
Constituent grains within the tripolite include crinoids and spicules. While silicification and 
dissolution add some difficulty in interpretation of grain types, moldic pores preserve some grain 
shapes, and some fine crinoidal debris still exhibits partial extinction under cross-polarized light 
due to incomplete silicification. The primary depositional facies of the tripolite prior to diagenetic 
alteration is inferred to be a skeletal wackestone to packstone, where pore space is interpreted to 
represent dissolution of carbonate mud and siliceous sponges within the rock. Initial carbonate 
fabrics indicate that deposition likely occurred in the mid-ramp as defined by Burchette and 
Figure 15: Diagram illustrating the sub-environments of a ramp-type depositional 
setting. The inner ramp is characterized by the highest energy settings within the system 
near mean sea level (MSL). Deposition occurs within fair weather wave base (FWWB) 
where there is constant wave agitation of the sea floor. Deposits typically include shoal 
and associated lagoonal facies as well as tidal flat intervals.  Mid-ramp settings fall 
between fair weather wave base and storm wave base (SWB). Deposits are 
characterized by lower energy facies and both hummocky and swaley cross-
stratification. Outer ramp and basinal settings are characterized by deposition below 
storm wave base. Deposits are typically dominated by low energy mudstones to 
wackestones (Modified from Burchette and Wright, 1992). 
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Wright, 1992. It is inferred that the wackestone and packstone facies were deposited in moderate 
energy settings between storm and fair-weather wave base. Abundance of normal marine fauna 
indicates lack of restricted conditions and good water circulation. 
 The Pineville Tripolite facies is only present at the base of the northern end of the 
outcrop. It exhibits a recessive weathering profile and shows a distinct contact with the overlying 
Burlington/Keokuk Formation. Using GSA rock color designation, the tripolite is white (N9) to 
yellowish gray (5Y 8/1) (Goddard et al., 1951). In hand sample the rock has an abrasive texture.  
The tripolite is also relatively lightweight due to the abundant amount of pore space present in the 
samples, which is why they have been referred to in literature as “cotton rock” (McKnight and 
Fischer, 1970). The characteristics of the rock make it an excellent subsurface reservoir target. 
 BURLINGTON/ KEOKUK FACIES1- SILICIFIED LIMESTONE/ CHERT 
 Facies 1 represents the siliceous intervals present within the Burlington/Keokuk outcrop 
(Fig. 17a, 17b). The facies consists of chert with minor to abundant amounts of micro- to nano-
scale porosity as defined by Loucks et al., 2012 (Fig. 17c, 17d). Total porosity ranges from 3 to 
30%. The unit exhibits partial to complete silica replacement of carbonate material, indicating 
that silicification was a post depositional process. The primary depositional facies of the silicified 
zones was a silt to fine-grained skeletal wackestone to packstone with some minor occurrences of 
coarser grained skeletal material. Visual identification of constituent grains indicates a dominant 
contribution from crinoidal material accounting for between 80-100% of the skeletal material. 
Lesser amounts of brachiopods and bryozoans are also present, ranging between 0-10% and 0-5% 
respectively. Minor amounts of sponge spicules have also been identified, composing as much as 
5% of the skeletal volume in some samples.  Facies 1 is interpreted to have been deposited within 
mid-ramp settings between storm and fair-weather wave base, but in a slightly more proximal 
position that the tripolite zone due to coarser textures. Normal marine conditions were present 
during deposition, indicated by the abundance of normal marine fauna. 
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 Using GSA rock color designation, the chert is white (N9) to very pale orange (10YR 
8/2) (Goddard et al., 1951). The unit is highly fractured, and exhibits a recessive weathering 
profile. Due to the highly differing characteristics from the rest of the limestones present, the 
chert is the only facies in the Burlington/Keokuk Formation that can be visually identified 
without thin section. Within this particular outcrop, Facies 1 is also the only facies in the 
Burlington/Keokuk with observed reservoir potential 
 BURLINGTON/ KEOKUK FACIES 2- SKELETAL PACKSTONE/ GRAINSTONE 
 Facies 2 consists of  silt to fine-grained skeletal packstone to grainstone with minor 
occurrences of medium to coarse grained skeletal debris (Fig. 18a, 18b). The primary depositional 
fabric is coarser than that of Facies 1, there is no occurrence of chert or silica replacement within 
Facies 2. Mud content is generally low or absent but may reach up to 40% in some samples. 
Skeletal constituents within the unit are composed of 75-100% crinoidal debris, 0-25% brachipod 
fragments, and 0-5% bryozoans. Small suture seam stylolites occur within this interval. Little to 
no porosity was observed in the facies (20a, 20b). Facies 2 is interpreted to have been deposited 
within mid to upper-ramp settings near or at fair-weather wave base due to the occurrence of 
packstones as well as higher energy grainstones. Deposition would have occurred withn a more 
proximal setting that that of Facies 1. Normal marine fauna indicate open marine conditions 
during deposition.  
 BURLINGTON/ KEOKUK FACIES 3- SKELETAL GRAINSTONE A 
 Facies 3 is a grainstone comprised of silt to very coarse-grained sand sized skeletal 
material (Fig. 18c, 18d). Some granule to pebble size skeletal fragments may also be present. 
Facies 3 is characterized by greater than 50% of the constituent grains being medium sand size or 
smaller. Sorting of grain sizes within this unit is poor. Crinoids are the dominant skeletal 
component and comprise between 50% to 100% of the facies. Bryozoans and brachiopods 
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generally are minor constituents in Facies 3 (less than 10% combined), but in some samples they 
may account for as much as 50% and 15% of the skeletal grains respectively. Scarce trilobites are 
also present, making up less than 1% of the skeletal components. Stylolites are observed within 
the rock, in many instances containing remnant dead oil. There is little to no visible porosity 
observed within this facies. Original pore space has been largely occluded by syntaxial cements 
that account for 1-20% of the total rock volume. Facies 3 is interpreted to have been deposited in 
the inner ramp as defined by Burchette and Wright, 1992. Deposition would have occurredin high 
energy conditions above fair-weather wave base in constantly agitated conditions. The rocks are 
again dominated by normal marine fauna that indicate the presence of open marine conditions 
during deposition of the grainstones. 
 BURLINGTON/ KEOKUK FACIES 4- SKELETAL GRAINSTONE B 
 Facies 4 is a grainstone comprised of silt to very coarse-grained sand sized skeletal 
material with some grains reaching granule to pebble size (Fig. 19a, 19b). Like Facies 3, the rocks 
exhibits poor sorting, but Facies 4 samples contain greater than 50% coarse to very coarse grained 
material. The rocks are again dominated by crinoids, accounting for 65-100% of the skeletal 
debris. Brachiopods are minimal throughout the samples, with visual estimations of  0-5%. 
Bryozoans are also generally scarce (less than 5%), but may constitute as much as 35% of the 
total skeletal volume. Some minor trilobites are present, but account for less than 1% of the 
skeletal material. Suture seam stylolites containing dead oil are present within the Facies 
throughout the outcrop. Overall Facies 4 has little to no visible porosity (Fig. 20c, 20d). The rocks 
also exhibit minor to abundant amounts of clear syntaxial calcite cements that account for 3-30% 
of the total rock volume. Deposition of Facies 4 is inferred to have occurred in the inner ramp in 
slightly higher energy conditions than those of Facies 3. Again, open marine conditions present 
during deposition are interpreted due to the abundance of normal marine fauna within the rocks. 
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 BURLINGTON/ KEOKUK FACIES 5- SKELETAL GRAINSTONE C 
 Facies 5 is generally composed of medium to very coarse-grained sand size skeletal 
fragments with minor amounts of smaller grains (<5%)  (Fig. 19c, 19d). Minor amounts of 
granules are also present in some samples (<5%). Overall the facies exhibits moderately good to 
good sorting and is dominated by coarse to very coarse sand size grains. Crinoids account for 95-
100% of the skeletal compontents in the facies. Bryozoans constitute between 0-5% of the 
skeletal material while brachiopods contribute 0-2%. Stylolites are frequent within Facies 5, 
commonly containing dead oil. Little to no visible porosity is observed in the samples. Abundant 
amounts of clear syntaxial cement is present within the facies and may comprise between 10% to 
20% of the total rock volume. Deposition of Facies 5 is interpreted to have occurred in the inner 
ramp. It is inferred that Facies 5 was deposited in the highest energy settings of all the facies in 
outcrop due to the large grain size as well as the relatively good sorting observed in the rock. 









Figure 16: Plain-light thin section photomicrographs (A, B) and SEM images of the Pineville 
Tripolite (C, D). Spiculitic molds (Sp) and partially silicificed silt size crinoidal debris (Cr) 









Figure 17: Plain-light thin section photomicrographs (A, B) and SEM images (C, D) of Facies 
1. Crinoids are commonly silt size but may reach coarse sand size in some instances. 
Brachiopods (Br) and spicules (Sp) are less common. Rocks exhibit varying degrees of 
silicification, indicated by observation of complete, partial, and non-existent extinction of 
crinoidal grains under cross-polarized light. Rocks contain minor to abundant amounts of 








Figure 18: Facies 2 (A, B). Rocks are dominated by silt size grainstone textures with 
few packstones. Mud (M) is rarely abundant and commonly absent within all but a 
few samples. Crinoids are the dominant skeletal components while brachiopods and 
byrozoans (Bry) are less abundant. Facies 3 (D, E). Grainstones composed of 
crinoids, bryozoans, and brachiopods are primarily medium sand size or smaller 
(<0.5mm). Stylolites (Sty) are common in both facies. Within the grainstone 
intervals, void-filling syntaxial cements begin to contribute a significant portion of 








Figure 19: Facies 4 (A, B). Rocks are composed of poorly sorted skeletal debris, 
commonly coarse sand size or larger (>0.5mm). Facies 5 (E, F). Skeletal grainstones are 
composed primarily of moderately well to well sorted, coarse to very coarse grained, 
crinoidal material. Both facies have minimal porosity that is largely occluded by 
syntaxial cement (Cm) on crinoidal grains. Low amplitude suture seam stylolites (Sty) 












Figure 20: SEM images of Facies 2 (A, B) and Facies 4 (C, D). Both grainstones exhibit 
distinct calcite cleavage within cements. Angular micro- to nano-scale pores are observed 
within crystal faces that are not readily observable in thin section.  
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 Thin sections and their correlative facies designations were viewed in combination with 
high resolution gigapan images in order to more accurately identify vertical boundaries between 
facies. The interfaces were established by using bed boundaries and by viewing variations in 
surface textures for given facies. Chert intervals were also easily identified due to their 
characteristic color and weathering patterns. Using the combination of datasets allowed for the 
creation of measured sections showing variation in facies on the sub-foot scale for each vertically 
sampled transect (Fig. 21).The stratigraphic sections allowed for easy visualization of vertical 






Figure 21: Measured stratigraphic sections for Sections A, B, and C showing vertical facies 
variation. Hash marks on the right sides of the columns represent thin section sample locations.
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SEQUENCE STRATIGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION 
 IDEALIZED FACIES SUCCESSION 
  To use the sequence stratigraphic approach on the outcrop, vertical trends in facies were 
used to infer relative sea level fluctuation. An idealized facies stacking pattern was identified in 
order to develop the sequence stratigraphic framework present in the section (Fig. 22). Overall the 
entire section exhibits a shoaling upward succession dominated by the regressive phase of the sea 
level curve. Vertical variability was constrained within each sampled transect, and correlations 
were made between sections. Data was extrapolated to the extents of the outcrop in an effort to 
explain the lateral heterogeneity present in the rock.         




Figure 22: Idealized facies succession for the Burlington/Keokuk Formation. The blue 
triangle represents deposition during the transgressive leg of the sea level curve while 
the red triangle represents deposition during regression. The inflection point of the 
triangles is inferred to represent the deepest water conditions present during deposition. 
Within a given sequence or cycle, not every facies may be present. Also the successions 
may show slight deviations from the idealized pattern due to autocyclic processes. 
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  In many carbonate systems throughout the world, cyles are bounded by flooding surfaces 
indicating the start of the next transgressive cycle and/or an exposure surface marking the 
maximum regressive phase. Within the outcrop examined in this study, no key surfaces indicating 
cycle boundaries were identified. It is possible that discrete flooding surfaces were not deposited 
due to the high energy settings that have been interpreted for the system. It could be that discrete 
flooding intervals were deposited and then later reworked due to high energy. Silicification can 
also add more difficulty in identification of the flooding surfaces. Lower energy, finer grained 
material interpreted to have been deposited during the trangressive phase of each cycle has 
largely undergone alteration to chert. Flooding surfaces may be present within the silicified 
zones, but the silica replacement obscures visual identification of any surface. The absence of 
exposure could potentially be due to relatively low amplitude sea level fluctuation that never 
subjected the location to subaerial conditions. It is also possible that there are sequence bounding 
flooding and/or exposure surfaces in the system, but the view presented by the road cut isn’t 
optimal for their identification. 
 Due to the lack of clear cycle bounding surfaces, cycles were picked based upon 
repetition of vertical facies successions present in the outcrop. The boundaries were 
groundtruthed by tracing bedding surfaces and correlating between vertically sampled transects 
using high-resolution Giga-Pan® images.  
 SEQUENCE AND CYCLE HIERARCHY 
  The Burlington/Keokuk Formation is regionally capped by an oolitic interval and overlies 
a mud-rich facies in the Reeds Spring Formation indicating an overall shallowing upward 
succession of probable 3rd order. Two orders of cyclicity of probable 4th and 5th order duration 







Figure 23: 4th and 5th order cyclicity viewed in relation to vertically sampled transects. 
Three 4th order sequences are observed within the outcrop. Superimposed within each high 
frequency sequence are a number of higher frequency 5th order cycles. The upper portion 
of Sequence 3 has been removed. Within Sequence 3 there is a large degree of variability 
and more abundant chert, but the interval is still dominated by facies interpreted to have 
been deposited during regression. 
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 MEDIUM SCALE (4th ORDER) HIGH FREQUENCY SEQUENCES 
 Overall the outcrop exhibits three high frequency sequences of probable 4th order 
duration. These sequences are correlative across the entire outcrop and generally exhibit a marked 
change at inferred cycle boundaries from coarse grained crinoidal grainstone upward into chert 
and fine-grained packstones and grainstones (Fig. 23). The upper portion of Sequence 3 has been 
removed by erosion due to prolonged exposure, but the remainder of the sequence is dominated 
by regressive facies. There are clear differences observed in outcrop between the lower two 
sequences and the uppermost sequence. Sequences 1 and 2 exhibit definitive shoaling upward 
successions that are capped by a massively-bedded zone of Facies 4 and 5. The two sequences 
also display thickening upward trends toward the sequence boundaries, indicating uninterrupted 
sedimentation throughout deposition of the beds. Sequence 3 does not illustrate the same 
thickening upward trends seen in the lower sections. Also within Sequence 3 there is more 
abundant interbedded chert, lesser amounts of Facies 4 and 5, and deviations from the idealized 
facies succession. Sequence 3 may have shown the same trends identified in Sequences 1 and 2, 
but the upper massively-bedded, coarse-grained intervals could have been removed by erosion. It 
is also possible that the environment or controls on deposition may have varied during deposition 
of Sequence 3, resulting in slightly different vertical successions. Based upon sequence 
boundaries being correlative across the outcrop, and repetition of facies stacking patterns, it is 
inferred that depositon on the 4th order scale was likely controlled by eustatic sea level 
fluctuation, at least within the bottom two sequences. It is difficult to identify controls on the 
deposition of Sequence 3 based on erosion and deviations from the idealized facies succession. 
From the outcrop, it can be observed that the 4th order sequences would in large part control 




SMALL SCALE (5th ORDER) HIGH FREQUENCY CYCLES 
 Superimposed within each 4th order package are a number of higher frequency shoaling-
upward successions of probable 5th order duration. While some 5th order successions are similar 
in thickness, the relative abundances of facies, and position within 4th order sequences, the cycles 
cannot be adequately correlated along bedding planes or surfaces (Fig. 24). The high frequency 
cycles vary laterally between the control sections over only a few hundred feet which indicates 
that eustatic sea level fluctuation was not the driving factor behind variations in deposition. These 
variations are believed to be due to autocyclic processes occurring during deposition, creating 






























































































































































































































































 Observations from the outcrop indicate that while 4th order sequences will control larger 
scale facies geometries and subsequence reservoir intervals, the superimposed 5th order cycles 
will control the internal reservoir heterogeneity to a large degree. 
 SPECTRAL GAMMA RAY 
   The spectral gamma ray measurements recorded relatively low amounts of 
thorium, uranium, and potassium within the outcrop, indicating clean carbonate deposition in an 
oxidizing environment (Glover, 2013). Thorium values were extremely low and potassium was 
absent from the system, which is typical of a system free from the influence of clastic material 
(Doveton, 1994). Uranium values also exhibited low values, but proportionally was the most 
abundant of the three measured elements and therefore was primarily responsible for calculated 
logs characteristics.  
 Due to overall low values, the calculated total API readings were low (Fig. 25a). Th/U 
ratios were also low due to the minimal amounts of thorium in the system. Elevated Th values 
within some measured intervals created spikes in the log, and overall the log values increase as 
you move vertically through the section (Fig. 25b). U/Th ratios exhibited higher degrees of 
variability based upon the relatively high values for uranium in the presence of low amounts of 
thorium. Overall the log exhibits an expected decrease vertically due to relatively higher thorium 
values at the top of the outcrop (Fig. 25c). 
 None of the three logs is effective in identifying sequence bounding surfaces or facies 
that could aid in interpretation of the depositional framework or sequence stratigraphic 
correlation. The Th/U ratio does illustrate one spike that matches well with an identified high 
frequency sequence boundary, but there are some issues with its use as a proxy. Firstly, the spike 
only occurs within one measured section and thus is not laterally continuous and cannot be used 
as a proxy for a sequence boundary. Secondly, the spike is only recorded in one measurement and 
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potentially could be bad data. Thirdly, when taking outcrop measurements thorium values may be 
elevated due to terrigenous input, which is why values are Th/U values are elevated and U/Th 








Figure 25: Calculated gamma ray curves for the three vertical sections in outcrop. Total API 
gamma ray values are relatively low and do not exceed 30 API within any section in the 
outcrop (A).  Thorium/uranium ratios are generally low and have a few random spikes within 
the sections. Overall values increase at the tops of the outcrops, potentially due to the 
influence of soils and terrigenous input in the readings (B). Uranium/thorium ratios illustrate 
the intensity of uranium in relation to low overall thorium values (C). None of the three curves 





  The spectral gamma ray results illustrate the lack of effectiveness using electric log 
proxies in place of rock data during correlation. Overall the three gamma ray curves created were 
of little use in identifying rock characteristics or intervals of sequence stratigraphic importance. It 
can be observed that various  gamma log signatures may have similar shapes within vertical 
transects of the outcrop, but the shapes do not correlate within the sequence stratigraphic 
framework. It cannot be said with certainty that a given facies correlates with a specific gamma 
ray signature within this outcrop, which could be due to the close similarities of the facies. 
Correlation based soley on gamma ray spikes across the outcrop would lead to erroneous 
correlations. If this was done between wells spaced at higher intervals, the degree of inaccuracy 
would be magnified. Results from the gamma ray logging emphasizes the importance comparing 
logs to actual rock data. It also illustrates the need for additional log suites in order to find 
adequate ties between rock and log properties in this type of depositional setting. 
 
DEPOSITIONAL ANALOGS 
 Based upon the facies and facies stacking patterns identified in outcrop, the hierarchy of 
depositional sequences present, vertical trends in bed thickness, and general lack of mud 
throughout the system, the depositional environment of the Burlington/Keokuk Formation at this 
locality has been interpreted as a shallow water, high energy shoal system. This also provides a 
means for explaining the proposed autocyclic processes affecting continuity of 5th order cycles 
across the outcrop.  
 ANCIENT ANALOG 
  Large scale depositional analogs are important as predictive tools for understanding 
broader changes in facies distribution in both proximal and distal directions. Based on numerous 
observations, it has been interpreted that this section of the Mississippian very closely resembles 
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the overall geometry and facies distribution present within the Permian age San Andres 
Formation in the Permian Basin. Large exposures of the San Andres along the Algerita 
Escarpment in the Guadalupe Mountains provide dip elongate sections used for depositional 







Figure 26: Aerial view of the Guadalupe Mountains, West Texas. The Algerita Escarpment is 
located in the top left portion of the picture. The outcrop provides dip elongate views of ramp 
type deposits that extend vertically for thousands of feet and laterally for tens of miles. The 
escarpment provides a unique opportunity to observe large scale deposition geometries and 
facies associations within a ramp type setting. It also allows for identification of fine scale 
facies variability in response to 4th and 5th order sea level variability (Image modified from 
French and Kerans, 2004). 
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 The San Andres Formation was deposited on a distally steepened ramp, which provided 
similar types of facies geometries to the Mississippian in the studied interval (Fig. 27). Within 
this model, the Burlington/Keokuk Formation would have been deposited in the upper outer ramp 
to ramp crest environment. This type of setting is characterized by shallow, high energy 
conditions in water depths of 0-30 ft. (Kerans et al., 1994). It is important to note that the ramp 
crest zone within the San Andres Formation is characterized by the highest degree of lateral 
heterogeneity of any zone in the formation (Kerans et al., 1994). This is characteristic of high 
energy sand bodies due to the numerous geometrical configurations and subsequent facies 
distributions common in that type of system (Rankey and Reeder, 2011; Rankey et al., 2006; 
Harris, 2010). 
 Within the region of study, comparisons in the overall geometry of the systems can be 
made between the Burlington/ Keokuk Formation and the ramp crest and outer ramp facies of the 
San Andres Formation as defined by Kerans et al., 1994. Packstones and grainstones of the 
Burlington/Keokuk Formation have been shown to prograde over more mud-rich intervals in the 
Reeds Spring Formation (Boardman et al., 2010). More proximal settings of the 
Burlington/Keokuk contain abundant subtidal to fenestral dolomitic mudstones to wackestones 
(Choquette et al., 1992), indicative of lagoonal deposits and tidal flat deposition. These trends 
match observations of overall facies distribution in the San Andres Formation very well. Within 
the two dimensional outcrop exposure of the San Andres, packstone facies of the outer ramp and 
ramp crest grainstones prograde over organic-rich carbonate mudstone facies that were deposited 
in deeper water conditions (Kerans, et al., 1994). In the proximal inner ramp setting evaporites 
and fenestral laminated mudstones are present, indicating tidal flat deposition. Also within the 
inner ramp, deposition of peloidal packstones in more proximal positions from ramp crest 
grainstone facies indicate lower energy conditions that could be provided by lagoonal settings 










 Also within the San Andres Formation in the Permian Basin, correlations were made 
between the thickness of individual grainstone shoal bodies and their lateral extents in the dip 
dimension. Combining results from outcrop and subsurface, individual grainstone intervals 
exhibited an average thickness range of 5-7 ft. (1.5-2.1m) and an average dip width of 1,300- 
2,200 ft. (396-670.5m) with an overall correlation coefficient of 0.71 between the two variables 
(French and Kerans, 2004). The correlation didn’t take into account the differences in geometries 
observed between transgressive grainstones and highstand/ regressive grainstones. Transgressive 
packages lacked early cementation and were subsequently reworked, which greatly altered their 
geometries and distribution. Highstand/ regressive shoals exhibited early meteoric lithification 
due to sea level drop, which preserved the characteristics of the deposits (French and Kerans, 
2004). Correlation coefficients specifically for highstand packages have been shown to be 0.79 in 
Figure 27: Illustration of the facies distribution in the Permian San Andres Formation, 
Algerita Escarpment, Guadalupe Mountains, West Texas. The outcrops show a two-
dimensional dip-elongate section, illustrating facies associations as deposition occurred on a 
distally steepened ramp. The depositional geometries and large-scale facies distribution are 
very similar to those in the Mississippian in the mid-continent. The Burlington/Keokuk 
Formation would have been deposited in the proximal ramp crest type environment (outlined 
in red) (Image modified from Kerans et al., 1994). 
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the San Andres formation in the subsurface (French and Kerans, 2004). The close relationship 
between the two variables allows for a high degree of certainty when predicting the lateral extent 
of shoal bodies (French and Kerans, 2004).  
 It is very likely that similar trends exist within the Burlington/ Keokuk Formation in the 
study region. Deposition occurred within similar type settings so it is highly possible that shoal 
geometries may closely resemble those observed in the San Andres Formation. Early cement is 
abundant within regressive grainstones which would have preserved the original distribution of 
the deposits. Also, while the study interval provides a strike-elongate view of the system, 
relationships between grainstone thickness and lateral continuity can be observed. It is highly 
likely that the trend is consistent in the dip dimension as well. Continued outcrop work could help 
to identify and statistically quantify the relationship between shoal thickness and the lateral 
distribution in the dip dimension.  
 Limitations 
 The two systems show a number of similarities, but comparisons between the two have 
some downfalls and limitations. There is a vast difference between the thickness of the Permian 
age rocks and the Mississippian section analyzed in this study. Fourth-order sequences within the 
San Andres can be 200+ ft. (61m) thick (Kerans et al., 1994), as much as an order of magnitude 
thicker than those in the Burlington/Keokuk. Also the 4th order packages are more complete, 
ranging from deep water burrowed mudstones up to fenestral tidal flat deposits (Kerans et al., 
1994). The amplitude of sea level change may have been much higher during deposition of the 
San Andres in relation to the Burlington/Keokuk, creating abundant accommodation to be filled. 
While the apparent sedimentation rates and amounts of accommodation were higher during 
deposition of the San Andres, resulting in much thicker high frequency sequences that those of 
the Burlington/ Keokuk, the system still provides a useful analog used to explain the overall 
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geometry of the system and the resulting large-scale spatial distribution of facies belts present 
during the Mississippian. 
 MODERN ANALOG  
  Outcrops are invaluable datasets that can explain a great deal of complexity associated 
with carbonates. Very rarely, however, do they provide a three-dimensional view of the facies 
geometries present in the system, and when they do it is often in a limited aerial extent due to the 
orientation of the outcrop (Grammer et al., 2004). Modern analogs are useful in that they allow 
for an understanding of the facies geometries in plan-view. Analyses of modern environments can 
provide insight on the facies distribution of a single time slice for obtaining an approximation of 
the geometrical attributes of a given facies (Grammer et al., 2004). Plan-view data from modern 
analogs can further be enhanced by incorporation of sediment coring. This allows for an 
understanding of the depositional system’s response to autocyclic and allocyclic processes, as 
well the resulting facies distribution. Therefore, the incorporation of modern analogs is critical in 
that it gives a quantitative view into the third dimension not provided by the outcrop, as well as 
an understanding of the controls on sedimentation. Combining outcrop-constrained two 
dimensional rock data with spatial data from modern analogs increases predictability when 
interpreting facies and reservoir distribution in the third dimension. 
 The Lily Bank Shoal Complex was chosen as a modern analog for the Mississippian 
interval analyzed in this study. It is a tidally dominated shoal located on the northern edge of 
Little Bahama Bank, Bahamas (Fig. 28). It reaches over 4 km in width and extends for 27 km in 
length (Rankey and Reeder, 2011). It was selected as an analog for a number of reasons. (1.) The 
shoal complex is located approximately 12 km from the platform edge, while many other shoals 
form at the margin in direct relation to the channeling of energy at the abrupt change in water 
depth. The off-platform setting may be slightly more indicative of a ramp type setting due to the 
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dampening of energy across the platform top. (2.) A number of different bar forms are present at 
Lily bank representing a number of differing energy regimes. Given the number of geometries 
present, there is a much higher probability that a representative sub-environment would be found. 
(3.) A large amount of research has been done on Lily Bank quantifying spatial variability, facies 
distribution, and geometrical attributes within the shoal complex (Hine, 1977; Hine and 
Neumann, 1977; Rankey et al., 2006; Rankey and Reeder, 2011; Sparks and Rankey, 2013), 

















Figure 28: (A) Map showing the location of Little Bahama Bank (outlined in red). The shoal 
complex is located on the northern edge of the bank, Great Bahama Bank is to the south, and 
Florida is due west (Image from www.bing.com/maps/). (B) The shoal is at the northwestern 
end of the Abaco Island trend that runs parallel to the platform margin. The complex is set 
back from the platform edge approximately 12 km (5.5 miles) (Image from 
www.bing.com/maps/). (C) Remote Sensing image of Lily Bank Ooid Shoal. Water depths are 
shallowest along light colored bar crests and deepest in the intervening darker colored bar 
flanks. A number of bar forms are present within the shoal that form in response to differing 
current regimes including linear shoulder bars (1), incipient parabolic bars (2), and parabolic 




 Comparing results from the current study with those of Rankey et al. (2006), the outcrop 
locality was interpreted as a linear shoulder bar deposit (Fig. 29). Linear or transverse shoulder 
bars are asymmetrical sand bodies that are elongate perpendicular or highly oblique to the 
dominant flow direction (Rankey et al., 2006; Rankey and Reeder, 2011). Shoulder bars on Lily 
Bank are up to 2 km in length and may reach a kilometer or more in width. The bars exhibit a 
gradational change from underlying packstone facies into thickening upward grainstone bodies 
(Rankey et al., 2006). Sedimentary structures are also less apparent within the strike dimension in 
comparison to the dip dimension. Similar trends are exhibited within the Burlington/Keokuk. The 
individual sequences are laterally extensive for over a kilometer in the strike direction. Packages 
of rocks also exhibit shoaling and thickening upward trends toward the tops of sequence 
boundaries similar to what is seen in the modern linear shoulder bars.  













Figure 29: (A) Magnified image of a linear shoulder bar (see Figure 24C for location). Image is 
approximately 2.25 km from east to west. Bars can reach up to 2km in length and up to a 
kilometer or more in width.  The shoulder bars are ornamented by large sand waves that form 
perpendicular to the major flow direction. (B) Cross-section of transect indicated in figure A. 
The bars are characterized by asymmetrical geometries formed by dominant flood currents 
moving perpendicular to the bar trends, and ebb currents moving parallel to the bars within the 
deeper channels. Perpendicular cuts of the sand bodies show planar to trough cross-stratification 









 It has been shown that current speeds across the shoulder bars are highest along the bar 
crest and lowest within the channels between the bars (Rankey et al., 2006). This results in 
relatively higher energy settings having better sorting of grains. The end-member grain types 
present in this system range from silty, mud-lean, poorly sorted packstones in the deeper, lower 
energy channels and lagoonal settings, to well-sorted oolitic grainstones along the shallow bar 
crests (Rankey et al., 2006). This creates a general coarsening upward trend in grain size. Bar 
forms also show a thickening upward trend in bedding (Fig. 30a). These characteristics are very 
similar to the observations seen in outcrops of the Burlington/Keokuk. A similar coarsening 
upward trend is observed from silicified packstone to well-sorted crinoidal grainstone. Both 
settings also illustrate that sorting of grainstone facies aids in depositional environment 
interpretation. The vertical trends in bed thickness are also illustrated in outcrop. Within the 
bottom two sequences, silicified wackestone to packstone intervals show a gradational contact 
with overlying thickening upward beds of grainstone units (Fig. 30b). 
 Sedimentary features are difficult to observe in the outcrop. Due to the lateral continuity 
of beds and relatively small changes in thickness within a given bed across the entire outcrop, the 
section has been interpreted as representing a parallel cut of the sand body. Most sedimentary 
features such as sand waves and cross-bedding would be more apparent in a dip-oriented section 
and may not be apparent in a strike-parallel view of the rocks. While definitive sedimentary 
structures are difficult to identify in the study interval, some key depositional features have been 
observed due to differences in weathering characteristics. Some massive grainstones below 
sequence boundaries illustrate a near sinusoidal weathering profile that could be indicative of 
higher velocity current emplacement (Fig. 31a). Rocks at these localities preferentially break out 
at slightly inclined angles (approximately 30 degrees) that may represent inclined troughs of sand 
waves (Fig. 31b). While the features are only observable in one plane and do not unequivocally 
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indicate a specific depositional environment, the structures provide an additional line of evidence 
















Figure 30: (A) Vertical stratigraphic section of a linear shoulder bar. Overall there is a general 
coarsening and thickening upward profile from relatively deeper lagoonal packstones to oolitic 
grainstones that form along the shallow bar crest (modified from Rankey et al., 2006). (B) 
Outcrop image illustrating identical bedding trends. Thick lines represent the 4th order 
boundaries, thin lines represent bedding surfaces, and tan polygons represent chert intervals. 
The base of the sequence shows abundant relatively thin beds of chert with a gradational change 


















































































































































































































































































































































 The Lily Bank Shoal Complex is present on the Bahamian Platform which differs greatly 
from the ramp or distally steepened ramp type system inferred during deposition of the 
Burlington/Keokuk. While the shoal is set back several kilometers from the platform margin, 
which is why it was deemed usable as an analog, there could still be a significant amount of 
variability in energy settings due to differences in bathymetric profiles between ramps and 
platforms. Resulting geometries within the shoal may be variable due to these differences in 
setting.  Lily Bank is also flanked by three isolated reef complexes at the platform margin 
(Rankey et al., 2006). These reefs may channelize flow and cause variations in direction and 
intensity of currents responsible for the formation of variable bar forms. Within the Upper 
Osagean system there were no reef tracts that have been identified that would have affected tide 
or wave energy acting upon the shoal complex. Possible mud mounds were present in the system 
(Morris et al., 2013; Unrast, 2013), but they likely would have occurred in deeper water settings 
and therefore would not have influenced currents on the crest of the distally steepened ramp. The 
presence of reefs in association with Lily Bank and the absence of reefs during deposition of the 
Burlington/ Keokuk could create deviations in the bar types present at the two localities. While 
the differences present between the two systems could result in varying geometries and 
distribution, correlations can still be interpreted between the two systems due to the similar trends 
in grain size and sorting, as well as trends in bed thickness. As such, Lily Bank is an adequate 
analog and provides a first approximation of the geometries and sedimentary trends observed in 
the studied Mississippian section, which can further be modified and constrained based upon 






 Two-dimensional lithofacies modeling of a depositional system allows for the integration 
of multiple datasets for creating visualizations of facies distribution. Models help to guide correct 
geologic interpretation and also aid in communication between geoscientists and non-
geoscientists (Tinker, 1996; Coburn et al., 2006; Pyrcz and Deutsch, 2014). While numerous 
datasets may be incorporated into the modeling, the output visualization is only as accurate at the 
stratigraphic framework used to construct the model. The sequence stratigraphic framework uses 
chronostratigraphic surfaces that have been shown to provide the best constraint when creating 
geologic models (Shanley and McCabe, 1993; Grant et al., 1994; Tinker, 1996; Weissmann and 
Fogg, 1999; Dull et al., 2006; Pyrcz and Deutsch, 2014). Using time-significant boundaries 
during modeling is much more useful than using diachronous lithostratigraphic surfaces. This 
approach allows for accurate modeling that takes into consideration vertical and lateral 
heterogeneity that can’t be accurately modeled by lithostratigraphic methods. 
 Once rock data and imaging were analyzed and the sequence stratigraphic architecture 
and stacking patterns had been identified, data was combined into an integrated two-dimensional 
facies distribution model. Numerical inputs assigned to facies from each measured section were 
modeled within the vertical and lateral constraints of the sequence stratigraphic framework 
identified in outcrop.  
 Given that the facies distribution can be observed in outcrop, the model was created to 
see how well statistical interpretations matched the actual heterogeneity present in the section. 
The ground-truthed data can be used to test whether the two-dimensional and possible three-
dimensional modeling of this type of system provides the resolution necessary to characterize 
potential reservoir distribution in similar types of depositional settings in the subsurface. The use 
of the outcrop allows for multiple iterations of the model to be calculated with varying input 
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parameters until an accurate representation of the section has been created. Relationships between 
accurate input parameters and degrees of vertical facies variability within the sequence 
stratigraphic architecture can then be defined in order to provide a means of modeling lateral 
facies heterogeneity when only one-dimensional rock data is present. 
 The modeling program used for this project was Petrel by Schlumberger. Petrel is a 
software program used to aggregate numerous datasets including well logs, petrophysics, seismic, 
and facies into a constrained geologic model. The numerical data used in this study includes well 
head data for each vertically sampled section, surfaces representing the various sequence 
boundaries and markers present in the outcrop, and detailed facies logs. The output created is a 
visualization illustrating the two-dimensional facies variability of the system. 
 SURFACE MODELING 
  A number of surfaces were created to form the sequence stratigraphic framework in the 
model. In place of conventional well data typically used to provide surface inputs into geologic 
models, vertical and horizontal coordinates of surfaces were calculated from photographs taken at 
right angles to the outcrop. Separate photos were used for the calculations in lieu of the high 
resolution Gigapan images due to the tapering and horizontal distortion that increases towards the 
photo’s edges. Forty-six individual pictures were taken perpendicular to the outcrop along its 
entire length and stitched together to provide a continuous, relatively undistorted view used to 
calculate vertical and horizontal dimensions.  
The outcrop measurements were not geographically referenced when input into the 
model. Y-coordinates were given a value of zero while x-coordinates recorded the horizontal 
values along the outcrop, creating an east-west transect.  Vertical Z-values of surfaces were 
calculated from a horizontal datum below the base of the outcrop using 20 ft. spacing in order to 
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provide lateral control (Fig. 32a). A total of 66 vertical control sections were used to calculate 
surface dimensions as well as 3 additional sections provided by the vertically sampled transects.  
The convergent interpolation method was used to create a total of 5 surfaces identified in 
outcrop (Fig. 32b). Model boundaries were created in relation to the road surface which marked 
the base of the section and the upper exposure interval marking the top of the outcrop. The road 
boundary has no sequence stratigraphic importance for the model. Its sole purpose was to 
constrain the outcrop’s extent and was input as a base on which strata would truncate. The top of 
the outcrop represents a sequence stratigraphically important surface in the purest sense as it is a 
major exposure interval at the top of the Mississippian. For this project it was modeled as an 








Within the outline provided from the above data, three boundaries were modeled in an 
effort to constrain the vertical and lateral variability of the system. A tripolite surface represents 
the lower boundary of the Burlington/Keokuk Formation. The boundary was picked based on the 
characteristic recessive weathering profile of the tripolitic zone versus the more blocky crinoidal 
3000 2000
Figure 32: (A) Representation of inputs taken from outcrop photos used for surface creation. 
A total of 69 measurements with 20 ft. horizontal spacing were used to create the surfaces. All 
vertical heights were calculated from a zero datum below the base of the outcrop. (B) 
Modeled surfaces present in the outcrop. The road surface goes downhill to the northwest (to 
the left of the figure) while the outcrop top is irregular due to erosional relief. Sequence 
boundaries are fairly flat-lying. Sampled transects A, B, and C are represented by wells 1000, 












packstones/grainstones of the Burlington/Keokuk Formation.  This surface exhibits sequence 
stratigraphic importance for the section and was input as a conformable surface within the model. 
Two additional sequence boundaries (SB1 and SB2) were input within the Burlington/Keokuk 
Formation. The surfaces mark potential 4th order high frequency sequence boundaries and were 
picked based upon repetitive facies stacking patterns. Each boundary was input as a conformable 
surface due to continuous bedding features across the outcrop and no presence of eroded section. 
Combination of the surfaces creates the framework necessary for accurately correlating facies 
using the sequence stratigraphic approach. 
 STRATIGRAPHIC AND STRUCTURAL MODEL FRAMEWORK 
In Petrel, the grid provides the stratigraphic and structural framework for the model. It is 
also used to specify the cell size, which controls the model resolution.  Higher resolutions using 
smaller cell sizes require more computing power for model generation while lower resolutions 
using larger cell sizes require less. Layers within the grid are used to specify the cell thickness as 
well as to control bedding orientation within the model. The length and height of the individual 
cells used within this project was 1 ft. by 0.17 ft. A total of 492 layers used to construct the grid, 
and overall a total of 643,365 cells were used for model generation. The relatively small cell size 
was suited for the model because it allowed for more accurate representations of the facies 
distribution in outcrop due to the increased resolution. While the small cell size increases 
resolution, the two-dimensional nature of the model had a relatively small total amount of cells 
which still allowed for rapid computation. 
 Five horizons, identical to the five previously mapped surfaces, were created within the 
model to constrain the layering geometries. The horizons allowed for individual layering 
techniques to be applied within each of the three sequences identified in outcrop. Sequences 1 and 
2 used the proportional layering method for calculation of bedding geometries. This method uses 
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an equal number of layers within each zone with each layer varying equally in thickness to 
accommodate for overall change in thickness within the zone (Fig. 33). Sequence 3 used the 
“follow base method” for calculation of layers. Sequence boundary 2 was used as the input for 
which layer features would follow. The outcrop top horizon acted as an erosional surface which 
truncated the layers contained in Sequence 3 (Fig. 33). Overall, these methods provided an 
accurate representation of the outcrop due to the lateral continuity of bedding and slight changes 
in bed thickness throughout the section. There is a slight error in layering at the southern end of 
the outcrop in Sequence 3 due to the premature truncation of Sequence Boundary 2 against the 
road surface. The layers could potentially be fixed by extending Sequence Boundary 2 beyond the 
surface of the road, but again would add uncertainty since the surface can’t be seen. The site has 






Figure 33: Layering used in the model to control lateral facies associations. Layers are 
simplified to show relationships of bedding. The lower resolution allows for visualization of 
the layering techniques. Sequences 1 and 2 used the proportional layering technique while 
Sequence 3 used follow base. Layering relationships illustrate the flat lying nature of the beds 
well. Layers truncate against both the road and outcrop top surface. The follow base layering 
technique created a minor error in the layers at the southern end of the outcrop (top right). Due 
to truncation of Sequence Boundary 2 against the road surface, the layers began to follow the 
outcrop surface. While it does produce geologically inaccurate layering , the error covers a 
small portion of the model away from influence of control points, and is not pertinent in 






 FACIES LOGS AND UP-SCALING 
 The facies model was created from inputs observed along the three vertically sampled 
transects on the outcrop. The measured stratigraphic sections for each transect were used to create 
spreadsheets which described the facies variability with up to one tenth of a foot resolution. Each 
facies was given a designated number from one through five that corresponded with its position 
within the idealized facies succession. Spreadsheets were then input into the model as facies logs 





Figure 34: Facies logs input into the modeled stratigraphic framework. Inputs are identical to 
the measured sections created at each vertically sampled transect. 
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 Up-scaling is the process of creating a coarser, lower resolution product from a finer 
scale dataset. This is done in order for the input parameters to more accurately match the 
processing specifications of the model, allowing for smooth operation and simulation. Up-scaling 
methods require the omission of much of the fine detail within the original dataset, but the 
resulting output is intended to preserve original qualities during modeling (Durlofsky, 2002). The 
facies descriptions for each of the three vertically sampled sections done on the sub-foot scale 
were up-scaled into approximately one foot intervals, effectively removing a portion of the 
heterogeneity observed in outcrop. While some variability was lost, overall the up-scaled logs 
honored the original facies descriptions well (Fig. 35). A large degree of simplification wasn’t 
needed because of the relatively small amount of computing power necessary for simulation due 
to the small size of the model. It is important to note, however, that slight changes in facies 
distribution vertically due to the up-scaling process may create discrepancies between the original 
modeled surface and the facies contact that distinguishes the sequence boundary. Slight 
adjustments to the modeled surfaces can be made to accommodate changes in the up-scaled facies 







 VARIOGRAMS AND ALGORITHMS 
  A variogram measures the variation of sample property values in a given distance and 
direction (Pranter et al., 2005). The purpose of it is to help constrain the spatial continuity, or lack 
of continuity, in a dataset (Srivastava, 1994). Values can be input into the variogram in order to 
specify the range of influence sample property values will have on each other in the major and 
minor directions as well as the vertical dimension. This is important because lateral facies 
Figure 35: Comparison of measured stratigraphic sections, modeled facies logs, and up-
scaled facies logs. The modeled facies logs accurately replicate the facies distribution that 
was noted in the outcrop. Up-scaled logs show a lower degree of vertical heterogeneity due 
to processing. Overall the up-scaled logs capture the vertical trends observed within 
measured sections, and maintain a level of vertical variability needed to model the 




variability can be observed in outcrop, and trends in facies continuity vary between individual 
sequences. This indicates that input variograms may differ among individual sequences. 
Vertical variograms were held constant at 1 ft. for all facies in each sequence. The 
average facies thicknesses by sequence observed in measured sections were all near or less than 1 
ft., except for Facies 4 within Sequences 1 and 2 which was slightly larger. Overall the 1 ft. 
vertical variogram was adequate in constraining the vertical control on facies throughout the 
outcrop model. 
 Four lateral variograms were tested in order to identify which parameters best suited a 
given sequence. Differing realizations were tested using 1,000 ft., 500 ft., 300 ft., and 100 ft. 
inputs (Fig. 36). A strong correlation was observed between variogram settings and interpreted 
depositional processes. Sequences 1 and 2 show coarsening and thickening upward trends in 
response to deposition during 4th order sea level fluctuation. The dominant eustatic control on 
these sequences created relatively uniform deposits with relatively low degrees of lateral 
heterogeneity within the outcrop. Variogram values were therefore higher due to the continuity of 
facies. Sequence 3 shows a much higher degree of variability in facies both laterally and 
vertically due to inferred autocyclic processes. This created discontinuous facies bodies that vary 
on a much finer scale than those present in Sequences 1 and 2. Therefore Sequence 3 required 
lower variogram values in order to more accurately model the heterogeneity within the units. 
Due to the similar depositional processes and controls, lateral distribution and vertical 
stacking patterns observed in Sequences 1 and 2, both were given matching variograms for each 
facies. Sequence 3 was given relatively lower variogram values. While larger variogram values 
were suitable for the lower section and higher values were needed for the upper sequence, there 
was still a slight deviation between the four tested variograms and the actual facies distribution in 
outcrop. Therefore intermediate values were tested for comparison.  
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The 500 ft. and 1,000 ft. variograms produced nearly identical outputs within Sequences 
1 and 2 (Fig. 36). Due to the correlative nature of overall 4th order packages over a length of 
1,320 ft. and the inability to correlate 5th order cycles, the 500 ft. variogram was chosen for the 
bottom two sequences. Given the 500 ft. value, the range of influence from one control section 
would encompass the majority of the outcrop while the smaller value would be better suited for 
modeling 5th order variability than 1,000 ft. Sequence 3 was assigned a variogram of 150 ft. There 
is a low degree of lateral facies correlation within the sequence which is accurately modeled by 








Figure 36:  Modeling outputs using the Truncated Gaussian algorithm based on differing 
variogram iterations. A=1000’, B=500’, C=300’, and D=100’. Sequences 1 and 2 appear to be 
best represented by higher variogram values that illustrate lateral continuity of facies. 
Sequence 3 is more accurately represented by lower variogram values due to the observed 




 There are a number of different algorithms in Petrel used for facies modeling. In this 
study, three different algorithms were tested to identify which type of simulation could most 
accurately represent the facies distribution in outcrop based upon the input of the sequence 
stratigraphic framework and the three up-scaled facies logs. The three methods used for 
generating the models were the indicator kriging simulation, truncated Gaussian simulation, and 
sequential indicator simulation. Variogram values selected based upon outcrop comparison were 
used as inputs into the models generated for algorithm comparison. 
Indicator kriging is a deterministic approach used for correlating discrete properties. 
Deterministic methods do not involve a random variable in their calculation and produce an 
output that provides a relatively smooth distribution of the properties (Deutsch and Journel, 
1998).  The results of this method are dependent upon the up-scaled logs, the percentage of each 
individual facies within the up-scaled logs, and a defined variogram. Both the truncated Gaussian 
and sequential indicator simulations use stochastic approaches as opposed to deterministic. 
Stochastic methods involve a random system where values are calculated based upon probability 
derived from various input parameters (Deutsch and Journel, 1998). The truncated Gaussian 
simulation is typically used in systems where there is a natural transition through a sequence of 
facies, such as a carbonate system (Deutsch and Journel, 1998). The sequential indicator 
simulation is useful when honoring a large amount of well data, and when you want to represent 
general trends in spatial distribution of lithofacies while preserving heterogeneity (Pranter, 
Personal Communication). Both stochastic methods are dependent upon the up-scaled well log 
data, the frequency distribution of up-scaled data, defined variograms, and a random seed number 








 Indicator kriging produced a smooth output with very little heterogeneity (Fig. 37a). 
Sequences 1 and 2 exhibited extensive lateral continuity across the length of the model. Sharp 
breaks in facies can also be seen within Sequence 3 at the outside of the variogram range of 
influence. This could be overcome by increasing the lateral variogram value for the sequence, but 
the data would no longer accurately represent the lateral distribution of facies present in the 
outcrop. Both stochastic methods produced geologically accurate model outputs. Given the 
Figure 37: Modeled outputs using indicator kriging (A), sequential indicator (B), and 
Truncated Gaussian (C) simulations. The lower two sequences had lateral variogram values 
of 500 ft. while the upper sequence was given a value of 150 ft. 
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selected variogram inputs, the sequential indicator (Fig. 37b) and truncated Gaussian (Fig. 37c) 
simulations adequately modeled and interpreted the facies distribution within all three sequences. 
Both give geologically reasonable visualizations illustrating the correlations of overall 4th order 
packages and of 5th order cycle variability between measured sections. The truncated Gaussian 
algorithm produced a smoother, slightly more simplistic output than the sequential indicator 
simulation while still adequately representing the data. The Sequential Indicator algorithm created 
a model that added an unnecessary amount of lateral variability between measured sections that 
varies slightly from the observed facies distribution in outcrop.  Overall, the Truncated Gaussian 
algorithm produced the model that most closely resembled the facies geometries and variability in 
the outcrop. 
 MODEL LIMITATIONS 
 The final model takes into consideration the geometrical constraints than can be observed 
within the two-dimensional face of the outcrop. However, within this type of setting and with this 
two-dimensional dataset there are a number of variables that could alter or impede the modeling 
process. 1.) The inability to correlate 5th order cycles and autocyclic packages of rock doesn’t 
allow for maximum control when modeling facies distribution. Due to the complexity created by 
autocyclicity, high frequency cycle boundaries cannot be adequately input into the model as 
parameters controlling the facies distribution. Therefore the model creates an unconstrained 
visualization of the facies distribution resulting from autocyclic processes. 2.) This outcrop 
provides one snapshot of the entire Burlington/Keokuk system. The modeling parameters may not 
be ideal for other sections within the formation. Varying degrees of autocyclicity or alterations in 
the depositional environments from what is observed in the outcrop may require different 
variogram values to adequately model facies distribution. 3.) In the outcrop model the major and 
minor values for the variogram were held the same. The two values may vary greatly when the 
simulation is carried into the third dimension. Shoulder bars are more continuous along strike, 
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which is the observed orientation in the outcrop, and would require higher variogram values. In 
the dip direction, bar forms are less continuous, have asymmetrical geometries, and exhibit higher 
degrees of facies variability due to slight changes in environmental energy and water depth. It 
should be expected that variogram inputs would be lower in the dip direction than those along 
strike. 4.) The outcrop was sampled at approximately 350-400 ft. spacing. When using well data 
at 40 acre spacing or larger, variogram values would not overlap, adding some uncertainty to the 
model. Larger variograms may potentially be used to capture the overall geometries present in the 
system, but may not adequately illustrate the finer scale heterogeneity in the rocks that potentially 
controls reservoir distribution. An adequate understanding of the depositional environment and 
sequence stratigraphic architecture can provide insight on whether modeling outputs are 
geologically reasonable or if a large degree of oversimplification is inherent in the model. 
Integration of datasets (outcrop, core, seismic, logs, etc.) can be used to place constraints on the 







































































































SILICIFICATION, CEMENTATION, AND RESERVOIR POTENTIAL 
 SILICIFICATION 
 Silicification is a frequent diagenetic phenomenon that occurs within a wide variety of 
originally non-siliceous rocks (Hesse, 1989). It is a dominant diagenetic alteration within Facies 1 
of the Burlington/Keokuk Formation and the Pineville Tripolite in much of the outcrop region. 
Silicification, or chertification, of carbonates involves the simultaneous precipitation of silica 
along with dissolution of the carbonate material (Maliva and Siever, 1988). The force of 
crystallization-controlled replacement model proposed by Maliva and Siever (1988) provides the 
best explanation of the process of silicification and nodular to bedded chert formation within 
limestones present in the Burlington/Keokuk. Within the proposed model, crystallization of silica 
from a supersaturated fluid increases pressure at silica-calcite contacts, effectively increasing the 
solubility of the limestone. Dissolution of limestone can then occur at specific sites where silica 
has precipitated, even in the presence of fluids saturated or supersaturated in respect to calcite. It 




Aside from the required presence of supersaturated fluids, replacement of carbonate 
material by silica is also highly selective based on a number of factors including carbonate 
mineralogy (high Mg calcite vs. low Mg calcite vs. aragonite) as well as the porosity and 
permeability characteristics of the rock prior to silicification (Maliva and Siever, 1988; Hesse, 
1989). In a previous study from the Mississippian Lake Valley Formation in New Mexico, it was 
shown that various carbonate material vary in silica diagenetic susceptibility (Fig. 39) (Meyer, 
1977). The variability is attributed to differences in effective surface area of grains, differing 
mineralogy of grain types, and available pore systems present to allow for migration of silicifying 
fluids. While fluids supersaturated with respect to silica were primarily contained within 
mudstone and wackestone facies due to the dissolution of sponge spicules, packstone and 
grainstone facies were primarily used to identify silicification susceptibility. Silica derived from 
biogenic sources likely migrated short distances into packstones and grainstones, indicating the 
presence of an adequate pore network, and nucleated on muddy clasts or bryozoan fragments 
within the rocks (Meyer, 1977). Brachiopods, crinoids, and syntaxial cements all exhibited 







Figure 39: Silicification susceptibility of the Mississippian Lake Valley Formation, New Mexico. 
The chart shows decreasing susceptibility to silicification downward, which is a function of 
effective surface area of grains as well as mineralogy. Mud has relatively high surface area which 
increases the total amount of potential reactive surface while syntaxial cements have low surface 
area. Also there is a general change from aragonite/high Mg Calcite to low Mg calcite. Aragonite 
is unstable at atmospheric conditions and is highly likely to undergo alteration. High Mg calcite is 
more stable than aragonite, but is less stable that low Mg calcite and shows a higher degree of 
susceptibility (Modified from Meyer, 1977). 
  
 CEMENTATION 
 Cementation has played a large role in controlling reservoir distribution within the 
echinoderm-dominated Burlington/Keokuk Formation. Cements are abundant within the 
grainstone intervals in outcrop. Three distinct varieties of cement were noted in the outcrop: 
syntaxial overgrowth on crinoidal grains (Fig. 40a), blocky calcite cement primarily filling intra-
particle pores within bryozoans (Fig. 40b), and radiaxial cements nucleating on brachiopods (Fig. 
40c). Syntaxial overgrowths are by far the most -volumetrically significant type of cement, 
occluding nearly all pore space and effectively destroying the permeability in the grainstone 




  It is frequently observed within carbonate systems that the volume of syntaxial cements 
on echinodermal grains exceeds that of the cement mosaics associated with multicrystalline 
grains (Lucia, 1962). Furthermore, it has been illustrated that the growth rates of cements on 
larger crystals is greater than that of smaller crystals (Bathurst, 1971). Crinoidal grains composed 
of single crystals of calcite therefore provide preferred nucleation cites over muds. Larger 
crinoidal grains are more readily cemented than finer silt-size skeletal material as well, and as 
syntaxial cementation progresses, grains become larger and even more favored for continued 
growth (Bathurst, 1971). Therefore, within the Burlington/Keokuk one would expect to have 
decreasing susceptibility to cementation from Facies 5 to Facies 1 in relation to decreasing 











 Cathodoluminescence microscopy indicated one primary generation of void-filling 
syntaxial calcite cement within the grainstone facies, as opposed to multiple generations 
precipitating over an extended period of time (Fig. 41). Based on comparisons to work by Meyers 
(1977), Meyers (1978), Kaufman et al. (1988), and Frank et al. (1995), the syntaxial cements are 
interpreted to have formed in a marine-phreatic to non-marine phreatic zone during pre-
Pennsylvanian time. Based on rock data from outcrop, cementation pre-dates extensive burial due 
to the cross-cutting relationship of stylolites and syntaxial overgrowths. It is interpreted that early 
syntaxial cements within grainstones occluded pore space and greatly decreased permeability 
Figure 40: Three types of cement present in the study interval. (A) Void filling syntaxial 
overgrowths on crinoidal material. (B) Blocky calcite filling intraparticle pores within 
bryozoans. (C) Radiaxial cement filling a brachiopod. Syntaxial cements are volumetrically 
the most important of the three cement varieties noted within the formation.  
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which created early seal units within the formation, prior to migration of hydrocarbons.  It is also 
possible that early syntaxial cementation restricted movement of fluids supersaturated with 
respect to silica to finer-grained facies that lacked syntaxial cements. The combination of higher 
silicification susceptibility of carbonate mud, lack of early void-filling cements within 
wackestone to packstone facies, and potential early destruction of pore networks within 
grainstones exerted a strong facies control on the distribution of porous chert, and subsequent 











Figure 41: PPL (A, C) and cathodoluminescence (B, D) images of coarse-grain crinoidal 
grainstone with abundant pore-filling syntaxial cement. The majority of syntaxial overgrowths 
exhibit similar brownish orange luminescence lacking distinctive zonation, indicating that the 
syntaxial overgrowths formed during one primary generation of cement. All syntaxial cements 
formed prior to deep burial, and occluded flow pathways within grainstone intervals. 
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 Within the sequence stratigraphic framework identified in outcrop, grainstones dominate 
the regressive phase of the sea level curve while packstones dominate periods of transgression. 
This resulted in the occurrence of repeated vertical successions of cemented regressive phases 
with low porosity and permeability capping silicified transgressive intervals with minor to 
abundant amounts of porosity. The repetition of the depositional sequences on the 4th order scale 
created packages of potential stacked siliceous reservoir intervals and cemented grainstone seals 
that are laterally continuous on the production scale. Variability attributed to autocyclic processes 








 This study used an integrated approach combining multiple datasets in order to better 
understand the controls on deposition, resulting facies distribution, and potential reservoir 
implications of the Mississippian Burlington/Keokuk Formation. This was done through the 
examination of high resolution photographic images, thin section and facies stacking pattern 
analysis, comparison to modern and ancient analogs, identification of the sequence stratigraphic 
framework, and applications of geostatistical modeling. The following are the key conclusions 
from this study. 
1. Thin section analysis indicates the presence of 5 facies that show a repetitive shoaling 
upward succession. Within the outcrop, the rocks exhibit both coarsening and 
thickening upward trends.  
2. Analysis of stacking patterns shows 3 sequences of probable 4th order duration that 
are relatively correlative across the entire outcrop. The bottom two sequences show 
characteristic shoaling upward packages that closely mimic the idealized facies 
succession, where the uppermost sequence shows a large degree of variability. 
Repetition observed in the lower two sequences is attributed to a combination of 
deposition occurring within the active shoal and influence of eustatic sea level 
fluctuation on the 4th order scale. The variability observed in the upper sequences is 
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attributed to a possible combination of deposition in a slightly more proximal 
position outside of the active shoal and a greater influence of autocyclic processes, 
creating variations in the idealized facies succession. 
3. Higher frequency cycles of probable 5th order duration are seen superimposed within 
the 4th order sequences. The cycle boundaries are not correlative between sampled 
sections, which is believed to be due to autocyclicity. While the 4th order sequences 
are correlative and control the overall facies distribution, high frequency 5th order 
cycles control internal facies heterogeneity observed in the outcrop to a large degree. 
4. Spectral gamma ray logging showed low overall values for uranium (U), thorium 
(Th), and potassium (K). Logs showing total API calculations, Th/U ratios, and U/Th 
ratios were of little use in identifying sequence boundaries or specific facies in the 
outcrop. Lack of correlations between gamma ray signatures and rock characteristics 
illustrates the potential downfalls of correlating units based solely on log signatures. 
5. Deposition of the Burlington/Keokuk in the study area occurred in a relatively 
shallow, high energy shoal complex. This was inferred from the coarseness of 
sediments, trends in bed thickness, and general lack of mud in the system. This varies 
greatly from the currently used depositional model which places the study area in 50-
100m water depth. This brings into question the overall accuracy of the current 
model and the need for revision of dated works. 
6. The San Andres Formation in the Guadalupe Mountains provides a large scale 
ancient outcrop analog explaining the facies relationships between the 
Burlington/Keokuk and the underlying and overlying formations and facies in the 
Mississippian. The Burlington/Keokuk would have been deposited in the ramp crest 
zone in water depths of 0-30 ft. (0-9m) with packstones through mudstones being 
deposited in more distal positions and with lagoonal wackestone/ packstones and 
tidal deposits in a more proximal position. Also, ramp crest shoal complexes within 
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the formation exhibit strong correlations between grainstone thickness and 
distribution in the dip dimension. It is highly likely that the Burlington/Keokuk 
follows a similar trend. 
7.  Lily Bank Ooid Shoal on Little Bahama Bank provides an adequate modern analog 
for the Burlington/Keokuk outcrop. Linear shoulder bars on Lily Bank exhibit similar 
facies stacking patterns as well as coarsening and thickening upward trends in bed 
thickness. Modern shoulder bar dimensions and facies distributions provide a first 
approximation that can be used to constrain modeling parameters for similar type 
systems.  
8. Modeling simulations are highly dependent upon accurate identification and input of 
the sequence stratigraphic framework. Modeling based upon chronostratigraphic 
surfaces allows for variable modeling of each sequence based upon differing 
depositional trends. 
9. Variogram inputs used as modeling parameters were highly dependent upon the 
dominant controlling factor during deposition. Eustatically-controlled sequences 
(Sequences 1 and 2) show apparent vertical trends and relatively extensive lateral 
continuity, requiring larger variogram values. Sequences controlled primarily by 
autocyclicity (Sequence 3) showed variable stacking patterns and high degrees of 
lateral heterogeneity, requiring lower variogram values. Differing input values based 
upon depositional processes created adequate models that accurately illustrated 5th 
order facies variability. 
10. Position within the idealized facies succession controls potential reservoir 
distribution in outcrop. Coarser-grained regressive facies are dominantly cemented 
and have no effective porosity. Transgressive facies exhibit silicification and minor 
to abundant amounts of porosity due to higher susceptibilities of mud rich facies to 
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silicification and dissolution, and overall lack of cementation. This creates a series of 
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     Br Brachiopod 
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     Cm Cement 
     Cr Crinoid 
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     P Porosity 
     Sp Spicules or spiculitic molds 
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Photomicrographs of the Pineville Tripolite Facies- A) Overall the rocks contain abundant 
amounts of porosity at varying scales. B) Spiculitic molds viewed down the C-axis along 
with silt to very fine sand-sized crinoidal debris that hasn’t been silicified. C) Un-silicified 





SEM images of the Pineville Tripolite- A) Overview of porosity observed in the facies. B) 
Magnified view of micropores. Micron to sub-micron sized quartz crystals appear in linked 
chains that form surfaces and create a large amount of porosity. C) Variability in crystal sizes. 
Individual crystals range from 100-300 nanometers to 100+ microns in length and width. D) 








Thin section photomicrographs of the Facies 1- A) Partial silicification of skeletal 
wackestone to packstone with abundant crinoidal material (Cr). Larger skeletal fragments 
and cement (Cm) do not exhibit replacement or silicification. B) Partial silicification of 
crinoidal packstone. C) Heavily silicified wackestone to packstone with abundant sponge 
spicules preserved. D) Partially silicified skeletal wackestone with more diverse fauna and 
larger unaltered brachiopods. E) Siliceous triaxon spicule with preserved axial canal. F) 
Cementation and silicification within an articulated brachiopod. Mud infill created a 
geopetal structure in the brachiopod. Remaining space was occluded by early marine 
radiaxial cements. Silicifying fluids then preferentially replaced muds in and around the 
skeleton and left the cemented zones unaltered. 
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SEM images of Facies 1- A) Chert with similar porosity characteristics as the Pineville 
Tripolite. B) Varying scales of abundant micro- to nano-scale pores. C) Differing scale of 
intraparticle porosity observed in silicified grains. D) Abundant amounts of nano-scale pores 




SEM images of Facies 1 Cont.- A) Larger scale micro-pores within the chert. B) Larger 
vuggy pores are often lined with relatively large, 10-30 micron authigenic quartz growths. C) 
Illustration of cherts with lower amounts of observed pore space. D) Quartz grains have 











Thin section photomicrographs of Facies 2- A) Un-silicified packstone with a relatively 
large amount of mud (M). B)  Very fine to fine skeletal grainstone completely dominated by 
crinoidal fragments. C) Silt to fine sand-size skeletal grainstone with more diverse skeletal 
fauna and minor coarse skeletal debris. D) Silt to fine sand-size skeletal grainstone with a 
larger overall volume of coarse to very coarse crinoidal (Cr), brachiopod (Br), and bryozoan 
(Bry) fragments. E) Fine to medium sand-size grainstone with some coarse-grain crinoids 
and brachiopods up to 5mm in length. F) Silt to medium sand-size grainstone indicating a 
gradation between Facies 2 and Facies 3. Overall the rock is dominated by finer-grain 










Thin Section photomicrographs of Facies 3- A) Fine to medium sand-size skeletal 
grainstone dominated by crinoids, marking the transition from Facies 2 to Facies 3. B) 
Medium to coarse-grain skeletal grainstone. C) Poorly-sorted silt to very coarse sand-size 
skeletal grainstone with minor stylolites. D) Poorly sorted fine to very coarse-grain skeletal 
grainstone with abundant crinoidal debris and minor stylolites. E) Silt to very coarse-grain 
skeletal grainstone with some granule size skeletal debris. F) Poorly sorted fine to very 
coarse-grain skeletal grainstone with abundant crinoids and bryozoans. There is an abundance 
of coarser grained material, but it is dominated by medium sand size grains and smaller. The 










Thin section photomicrographs of Facies 4- A) Poorly sorted silt to very coarse-grain 
skeletal grainstone marking the transition from Facies 3 to Facies 4. B) Scarce trilobites are 
present within the facies. C) Fine to very coarse-grain skeletal grainstone with some granule 
size debris dominated by crinoidal and bryozoan fragments. The rock has abundant syntaxial 
and blocky calcite cement and is separated from Facies 2 by a suture seam stylolite containing 
dead oil. D) Medium to very coarse/granule size crinoidal grainstone with a zone of mud lean 
packstone. The rock contains abundant void-filling syntaxial overgrowths. E) Silt to very 
coarse grain skeletal grainstone with large bryozoan fragments. The bottom portion exhibits 
better sorting and marks a gradation between Facies 4 and 5. F) Poorly sorted medium to very 














Thin Section photomicrographs of Facies 5- A) Fine to very coarse-grain skeletal 
grainstone with some minor amounts of finer material. The rock is moderately well sorted at 
the top and marks a transition from Facies 4 to Facies 5. B) Fine to very coarse-grain skeletal 
grainstone dominated by crinoids and lesser bryozoans. Again the rock shows a gradation 
between Facies 4 and 5. C) Moderately well to well-sorted, medium to very coarse-grain 
crinoidal grainstone with minor brachiopods, abundant syntaxial cement, and suture seam 
stylolites containing dead oil. D) Moderately well to well-sorted, medium to very coarse-













SEM images of Facies 2 (A,B) and Facies 4 (C,D)- A) Overall view of the lack of porosity 
within the grainstone. B) Micro-scale porosity not observed from thin section analysis is 
present, but pores primarily appear to be isolated. C) Slightly more abundant micron-scale 
pores present within the cleavage planes of calcite crystals. D) Pores are typically cubic and 
align at angles parallel to the cleavage of the calcite. All grainstones exhibit the same trends in 
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